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1 summary
Dendrite morphology is the most prominent feature of nerve cells, investigated since
the origins of modern neuroscience. The last century of neuroanatomical research has
revealed an overwhelming diversity of diﬀerent dendritic shapes and complexities. Its
great variability, however, largely interferes with understanding the underlying principles
of neuronal wiring and its functional implications.
This work addresses this issue by studying a morphological and functional exception-
ally conserved network of neurons located in the visual system of flies. Lobula Plate
Tangential Cells (LPTCs) have been shown to compute motion vision and contribute
to the impressive flight capabilities of flies. Cells of this system exhibit a high degree
of constancy in topographic location, morphology and function over all individuals of
one species. This constancy allows investigation of functionally identical cells over a
large population of flies, and therefore potentially to truly understand the underlying
principles of their morphologies.
Supported by a large database of in vivo cell reconstructions and a computational
quantification framework, it was possible to uncover some of those principles of LPTC
anatomy. We show that the key to the cells’ morphological identity lies in the size
and shape of the area they span into. Their detailed branching structure and topology
is then merely a result of a common growth program shared by all analyzed cells.
Application of a previously published branching theory confirmed this finding. When
grown into the spanning fields obtained from the in vivo cell reconstruction, artificial
cells could be synthesized that resembled all anatomical properties that characterize
their natural counterparts.
Furthermore, the morphological comparison of the same identified cells in Calliphora
and Drosophila allowed to study a functionally conserved system under the influence of
extensive down-scaling. The huge size reduction did not aﬀect the underlying branching
principles: Drosophila LPTCs followed the very same rules as their Calliphora coun-
terparts. On the other hand, we observed significant diﬀerences in complexity and
relative diameter scaling. An electrotonic analysis revealed that these diﬀerences can
be explained by a common functional architecture implemented in the LPTCs of both
species.
Finally, we could modify the LPTC neuronal interaction behavior thanks to the genetical
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accessibility of Drosophila’s wiring program. The transmembrane protein family Dscam
has been shown to mediate the process of adhesion and repulsion of neurites. By
manipulating the molecular Dscam profile in Drosophila LPTCs it was possible to
change their morphological expansion. The low variability of the LPTCs spanning field
in wild type flies and their two-dimensional extension allowed to thoroughly map these
morphological alterations in flies with Dscam modifications. In line with the LPTCs
retinotopic input arrangement, electrophysiological experiments yielded an inherent
linear relationship of their locally reduced dendritic coverage and their locally reduced
stimulus sensitivity.
With this work I hope to contribute to the general understanding of neuronal mor-
phology of LPTCs and to present a valuable workflow for the analysis of neuronal
structure.
2 introduction
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2.1 the fly visual system
The Calliphora fly brain consists of an estimated number of several hundreds of thou-LPTCs
sand cells and the visual system represents the most prominent sensory system by
numbers (Strausfeld, 1976). This correlates with the high contribution of vision to the
general behavior of the fly (Fig. 2.1A). Many behavioral and functional components of
the visual circuitry have been investigated down to the level of network and even cellu-
lar implementations (Borst et al., 2010; Fischbach and Hiesinger, 2008). The Lobula
Plate Tangential Cells (LPTC) represent one of these functionally defined networks.
Decades ago, this anatomically and functionally compact network has been identified
as one of the key structures in the processing of motion information (Hausen, 1984;
Borst and Haag, 2002). In Calliphora flies it consists of around 60 partly intercon-
nected cells. Due to their stereotyped appearance, size and an axonal thickness of
10 µm and their mainly planar extension without self-overlapping dendrites they allow
access to a wide range of currently available research techniques in electrophysiology
and microscopy - in vivo (Fig. 2.1B).
A B
Figure 2.1: Lobula Plate Tangential Cells in Calliphora vicina. (A) Close-up of a female
Calliphora vicina, big facet eyes shape the head of the fly. (B) Look into the lobula plate of
Calliphora fly with three fluorescent dye filled Lobula Plate Tangential Cells (Haag and Borst,
2004)
While the biological implementation is part of ongoing research it is assumed that theinput
arrangement LPTCs input can be modeled as an array of elementary motion detectors (EMDs).
EMDs supply motion information at the level of a single facet (corresponding to a
”pixel” in the visual image) for up-, down-, left- and rightward motion of the visual
scene of the fly (Haag et al., 2004; Borst et al., 2010). The neighborhood relationship
of each of these channels is preserved from the Retina down to the lobula plate. This
implies that the visual input can be mapped directly to the input arrangement of the
lobula plate. For example, movements in the frontal hemisphere lead to activation of
cells in the lateral area of the LP, movements in the back (caudal) to activation of cells
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Figure 2.2: The visual system of flies. (A) Overview of the visual lobes and cascade of motion
processing from the Retina (R), to the Lamina (L), Medula (M), Lobula (LO) and the lobula plate
(LP). CHE and CHI indicate the two optical fiber tract chiasms, where the orientation of the visual
input map is mirrored (B) Estimated input organization at the level of the lobula plate: each dot
on the surface of the lobula plate represents one columnar input. (C) Drawing of the three cells
of the horizontal system (HS) based on cobalt-impregnations. The 10 cells of the vertical system
(VS) together (D) and separated out (E). HS and VS cells can be identified by their location in
the lobula plate, their distinct morphology and their response properties (from Krapp et al. 1998).
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located in the medial side of the LP (Fig. 2.2, A and B, Fig. 2.3A). Apart from this
retinotopic arrangement, Buchner et al. showed that the LP is also layered into regions
for up-, down-, left- and rightward motion (Fig. 2.3B, Buchner et al. 1984). Diﬀerent
LPTCs pool their inputs from diﬀerent subsets of information from these layers and
hence, are tuned to diﬀerent motion characteristics e.g. speed, direction, size and
location of motion stimuli in the visual hemisphere of the fly. Due to the topological
arrangement of EMD input many of these properties can simply be estimated by the
location and dendritic coverage of the LPTCs in the lobula plate (Hengstenberg, 1982;
Hausen, 1984; Borst and Haag, 2002).
100 μm
A B
Figure 2.3: Retinotopic input arrangement. (A) Schematic plot showing the conserved relative
position of the columnar input from the Retina downstream to the lobula plate (Borst and Haag,
2002). Red and yellow color show cells which respond to stimuli in two distinct locations of
the visual field. (B) Schematic drawing of a horizontal cut through the lobula plate (LP) with
diﬀerent input layers. Buchner et al. used deoxiglucose experiments to map the sensitivity for
motion direction at the level of the lobula plate. Four diﬀerent layers from anterior to posterior
encode for the four diﬀerent directions: front-to-back (→), back-to-front (←), upward (↑) and
downward (↓) movement (from Buchner et al. 1984).
The most prominent property of the LPTC network compared to other neural systemsindividually
identifiable cells is the strong degree of constancy in function and morphology throughout individuals
(Hengstenberg, 1982; Hausen, 1982, 1984; Borst and Haag, 2002). Cells can be
precisely identified in all individuals of one species and therefore studied over a whole
population of one species. Each LPTC has unique response properties and occurs only
once per hemisphere at the same position in the LP. Fly researchers therefore speak of
identified neurons within cell classes and each LPTC has been given a unique name.
For these reasons, the LPTC network currently represents one of the best understood
neural system in neuroscience (Borst and Haag, 2002; Borst et al., 2010).
Two well investigated sub systems of the LPTC network are subject of this thesis. Thehorizontal system
horizontal system (HS) in Calliphora consists of three cells covering diﬀerent sections of
the LP in the dorsal-ventral direction and are geographically named HSN for north, HSE
for equatorial and HSS for south (Fig. 2.2 C, Braitenberg 1970; Hausen 1982). They
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Figure 2.4: LPTCs in diﬀerent fly species. Comparison of Calliphora vicina (left column) and
Drosophila melanogaster (right column). (A) Overview of fly heads and bodies. Left: Calliphora
vicina; right: Drosophila melanogaster, middle: bodies of blow fly (top) and fruit fly (bottom)
(heads: Borst et al. 2010, bodies: Varija Shamprasad Raghu, PhD, unpublished). (B) The hori-
zontal system in both fly species consists of three cells (Fischbach and Heisenberg, 1984). (C) The
vertical system has 10 members in Calliphora and 6 in Drosophila (Rajashekhar and Shamprasad,
2004). The relative location and shape of HS and VS cells is conserved in the two fly species. (D)
Example of response properties in VS cells to a vertical bar stimulus presented to a stationary fly
(modified from Borst et al. 2010).
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respond to large field motion in the horizontal direction by de- or hyperpolarization
depending on the direction of motion.
The vertical system (VS) in Calliphora consists of 10 T-shaped cells that are stackedvertical system
in the lateral to medial extension of the lobula plate (Fig. 2.2 D and E, Pierantoni
1976). With two thick dendritic branches they span from the ventral to the dorsal side
of the LP. They are simply enumerated starting from the lateral site of the LP from
VS1 to VS10 and predominantly respond to vertical motion which corresponds to their
posterior location in the LP (Hengstenberg, 1982; Haag et al., 1997). Functionally
the cells are tuned to diﬀerent axes of rotations and their sequential interconnectivity
allows robust estimation of the fly’s current axis of rotation (Cuntz et al., 2007b;
Elyada et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2008).
HS and VS cells can be easily distinguished functionally and morphologically. TheyLPTC in
Drosophila can be found in every individual and even have been identified in diﬀerent species.
Drosophila melanogaster deserves special mentioning here (Fig. 2.4, Fischbach and
Heisenberg 1984). Although it is harder to access due to its size, Drosophila recently
gained major interest in neuro-scientific research as combinations of modern imaging
techniques and genetic manipulation promise new insights into the wiring of neuronal
structures there (Bilen and Bonini, 2005; Muqit and Feany, 2002; Sokolowski, 2001;
Borst, 2009). Drosophila LPTCs have been shown to resemble Calliphora counterparts
functionally (Fig. 2.4D, Joesch et al. 2008; Schnell et al. 2010; Borst et al. 2010).
The question arises to which extent the significant reduction in overall size (Fig. 2.4A,
midddle) has to be compensated and what principles define the common morphological
feature space of the two fly species.
With their easy accessibility, their defined input mapping and an exceptional invariability
over many individuals the LPTCs represent a great system to study the principles of
neuronal shape and its genetic implementation.
2.2 describing, measuring and generating dendritic
morphology
The variety of diﬀerent dendritic structures correlates with the functional and behav-neuroanatomy
ioral variability of neuronal systems (Fig. 2.5A). However, functional classification of
neurons based on anatomical observations alone represent a poor method due to the
complexity arising from neuronal branching, intrinsic membrane and cytosolic properties
as well as the network a cell is embedded in. Still, for centuries the morphological de-
scription and classification of neuronal structures remained the only available research
technique and allowed Ramo´n y Cajal and Camillo Golgi to build the fundaments of
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modern neuroscience (Sotelo, 2003; y Cajal, 1995). Today for electrophysiologically
inaccessible cells it sometimes constitutes the only hint to their functional contribu-
tion. In systems where the sensory input map is preserved it allows for reliable a
priori assumptions (Yuste and Tank, 1996; Chklovskii and Koulakov, 2004; London
and Ha¨usser, 2005; Miller and A, 1984; Luo and Flanagan, 2007). Additionally, iden-
tifying reoccurring morphological patterns can help scientists to further constrain the
space of experimental examinations necessary to understand the underlying wiring and
function. In order to objectively characterize and compare these patterns, descriptive
metrics have been developed (Haug, 1986; Uylings et al., 1986).
A
B
Figure 2.5: Neuronal morphology. (A) Variability of neuronal morphology as captured by Ramo´n
y Cajal. The picture denotes his drawing of cell types in the chick cerebellum with Purkinje, stellate,
basket, Golgi and granule cells (Sotelo, 2003; y Cajal, 1995). Research at that time consisted of
qualitative classification of neuronal structure. (B) Early quantification technique developed by
Sholl. Concentric circles are drawn around the soma of a neuron (here: stellate cell of a cat visual
cortex). Intersections with dendrites are counted, plotted and can be compared to other neurons
(from Sholl 1953).
The most characteristic feature of neurons compared to other cell types arises from metrics and
statisticsit’s complex branching structure. Simple metrics to describe and compare neuronal
branching have been around for decades including the popular Sholl analysis (Fig.
2.5B) that can be manually derived directly from cell drawings or digital image record-
ings (Bok, 1936; Sholl, 1953). Here, concentric circles are drawn around the soma
of a neuron. Intersections with dendrites are counted, plotted and can then be com-
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pared to other neurons. Sholl plots provide a basic assignment of neuronal complexity
and allow reliable classification of cell types with significant diﬀerences in branching
distribution. They combine measures for general topology of a neuron, e.g. branch
numbers and levels of branching as well as geometric components like branch length
and overall extension. Other statistical measurements separate these two fields. Topo-
logical metrics ignore length, scales and dimensions and resemble the sequential order
of branch points and terminations points. A neuronal branch point can thereby be
seen as node that has two or more connected children nodes, an axonal or dendritic
terminal as a node without children. Metrics like depth, complexity and symmetry of
a neuron. While two cells with identical branching structure but diﬀerent scales would
have identical topologies, geometrical measures could distinguish these two cells by
adding the spatial domain. Parameters like branch angle, direction, length, curviness
and diameter largely contribute to the richness of neuronal variability (Hillman, 1979;
Uylings et al., 1986; Uylings and van Pelt, 2002). Before computers became a common
scientific instrument, these measures had to be manually extracted from images and
cell drawings.
Comparison of neuronal structures at the level of raw image data is usually restrictedreconstructions
to very basic analysis and small sample sizes. Automatic analysis in a massive and de-
tailed manner works best with vectorized, discrete structures. Early vectorized recon-
structions resembled neuronal structure as simple node schemes as mentioned before
(Hollingworth and Berry, 1975). Here, topological points like branch points and ter-
minals of a neuron were modeled as simple graphs of interconnected nodes, thus only
preserving the topographic domain. At the same time computer assisted microscope
system came up that allowed coordinate based 3D reconstructions of stained neurons
(Macagno et al., 1979). Later, multi-compartmental models were established that also
considered the diameters of neurons (Turner et al., 1991). Here, neuronal branching
structure is represented by interconnected cylinders with varying diameters (Fig. 2.6 A
and B). These cylinder models represent a realistic but reduced, computationally ac-
cessible representation of a neuron, also valuable for functional simulations. So called
compartmental models can implement Rall’s cable theory of current flowing in a pas-
sive neuronal fiber or it’s active complement defined by Hodgkin and Huxley to model
information processing in a biophysically realistic fashion. Each cylinder is thereby seen
as a electronic circuit, that connects to other cylinders and is characterized by pas-
sive conductance properties and/or active channel dynamics. Thus, faithful cylinder
reconstructions can contribute to realistic simulations of neuronal response proper-
ties. Many simulation frameworks have implemented support for multi-compartmental
models (Eeckman et al., 1994; Hines and Carnevale, 1997; Bower et al., 1998; Gleeson
et al., 2007).
While initial reconstructions were performed directly at the experimental setup (Borst
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and Haag, 1996; Glaser and Glaser, 1990), modern image acquisition and computa-
tional resources allow assisted or even automatic reconstructions from 3D image stacks
(Evers et al., 2005; Myatt and Nasuto, 2008; Mann, 2010). Direct comparison of neu-
ronal reconstructions even though discretely represented remains a great challenge due
to the immense variety of neuronal structure. Biological randomness, spatial jitter and
reconstruction artifacts further increase the hardness of this problem. A reduction to
statistical parameters and robust morphological metrics as described for the manual
parameterzation have therefore been widely applied (Fig. 2.6C, Ascoli et al. 2001;
Scorcioni and Ascoli 2001; Ascoli et al. 2007).
Manuscript Number: JN-00761-2004.R1
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Figure 2.6: Quantitative analysis of neuromorphology. (A) Repres nt ion of a neuronal
branch using connected cylinders. Each cylinder is defined by a starting point, an ending point and
a diameter. (B) Example of a cylinder reconstruction from a 3D image stack. (C) Even complex
neurons can be quantified in an automatic fashion when discretized this way. Two exemplifying
statistics are shown: the distribution of th radii of the cylin ers nd the distances of marked
synapses to the origin of the dendrite (from Evers et al. 2005).
In electrophysiology the process of reproducing experimental data with a theoretical artificial cells
model allows to condense a complex biophysical system to its functional core. It rep-
resents a critical step in understanding underlying functional principles of a neuron
(Herz et al., 2006). In anatomical neuroscience such a model could represent a pow-
erful tool e.g. to verify previous morphological classifications, to understand rules of
dendritic growth (Ascoli, 2002) or to create network simulations with populations of
synthetic neurons (Markram, 2006). Optimally, a model should allow to reproduce
neuronal anatomy at the level of eye inspection as well as the parametric space. It
should reflect identifying key features of the modeled cell type but also include natural
variability.
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In recent decades, several such models have been proposed (Ascoli, 1999). They
can be distinguished by the principles which constrain their growth. For example,
Lindenmayer system (Prezemyslaw and Lindenmayer, 1996) based models assume a
general fractal organization of dendrites and are built around iterative growth algorithm
based on branching statistics (Ascoli et al., 2001). Resource based models take into
account that biological resources are extrinsically limited and construct a competitive
environment in which cells grow (Senft, 1997). Global optimization models assume
intrinsic optimization rules that a neuron tries to implement and follow while growing
(Cuntz et al., 2007a; Budd et al., 2010). None of these systems gained wide acceptance
in the neuroscientific community partly due to the complexity of neural branching and
diﬀerences between individual neuron types. The reduced inter-individual variability in
fly neurons might allow to reliably constrain and validate one such model. Additionally,
Drosophila’s genetic toolbox provides insight into the biological growth program.
2.3 the criticial role of Dscam in shaping neuronal
morphology
Our current view on neuronal growth reflects a quite complicated process with manymolecules and
morphology molecular players involved (Corty et al., 2009; Georges et al., 2008; Dickson, 2002).
Cell intrinsic and extracellular signals are integrated and tightly controlled by a wide
range of diﬀerent molecules. Changes in concentration, location and timing of their
expression can lead to very diﬀerent morphological structures. With a descriptive view
in mind, diﬀerent molecular components can be attributed to diﬀerent morphologi-
cal characteristics of a neuron. Alterations of the Golgi outpost or manipulations of
the growth cone for example have direct influence on the development of dendritic
branching. Genetically changing guidance behavior or dendro-dendritic interaction on
the other hand alters the area a neuron is able to span into (Corty et al., 2009). Us-
ing Drosophila’s rich genetic toolbox we are now able to precisely map the molecular
mechanisms to their role in neuronal formation.
Essential wiring behavior of neurons like self-avoidance, tiling, synaptogenesis and fas-surface proteins
ciculation all require the identification of neuronal branches within the extracellular
space (Fig. 2.7, Hattori et al. 2008). Extracellular interactions are commonly me-
diated through transmembrane proteins (Fig. 2.8A). Target specific docking of the
extracellular domain leads to changes in conformation and subsequently the intracel-
lular domain to initiate signaling cascades that can alter cell growth processes (Corty
et al., 2009).
This work focuses on the Down Syndrome Cell Adhesion Molecule (Dscam) a trans-Dscam1
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Figure 2.7: Neuronal interactions. Neuronal wiring highly depends on interactions of neurites.
Four important reactions are shown. (A) Expression of adhesive molecules (green) synapse forma-
tion can lead to direct connections of neurons or bundling of axons (fasciculation). (B) Repulsive
molecules (red) lead to self-avoidance and tiling of neurites and allow to eﬃciently cover a certain
input area (from Hattori et al. 2008).
membrane protein (Chen et al., 2006; Schmucker et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2007;
Hummel et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2004; Zhan et al., 2004) that has
been shown to be disrupted in down syndrome patients. So far four genetic Dscam
loci have been identified on diﬀerent chromosomes in Drosophila, with the Dscam1
as the most intensively investigated. Through alternative splicing, the Dscam1 gene
has the potential to encode for a number of 38,016 Dscam protein variants that share
common transmembrane domains but vary in their distinct ways of interfacing intra-
and extracellular domains (Fig. 2.8B). In general the binding behavior can be mod-
eled as a repulsion of same variants (Fig. 2.8C and D). Cells usually express several
Dscam1 variants and evidence exists that they encode their identity through their dis-
tinct Dscam1 profile (Hattori et al., 2008). Dscam1 research is still very young and
many aspects remain to be unraveled: The process of the Dscam1 profile establishment
as well as the intracellular signaling cascade have not been revealed yet. No functional
nor behavioral implications of manipulated Dscam1 profiles have been studied. The
lack of quantitative analyses only allowed vague statements about the influence on
the neuronal morphology and wiring. It is also unclear whether all neurons express
Dscam1. In this respect, the LPTC system being easily accessible and with its strong
stereotypic morphology and topographic mapping represents a great opportunity to
further investigate the influence of the Dscam1 protein at the level of morphology,
function and behavior.
Global Dscam1 knock-out in Drosophila has been shown to be lethal (Schmucker et al., Gal4-UAS
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Figure 2.8: Dscam transmembrane protein family. (A) Digital reconstruction of a transmem-
brane protein with it’s three domains (from the ’Inner life of a cell’ movie, http://multimedia.mcb.
harvard.edu/). (B) The Drosophila Dscam1 gene encodes a large family of transmembrane pro-
teins. Dscam1 contains four blocks of alternative exons that encode 12 diﬀerent variants for the
N-terminal half of Ig2 (red), 48 diﬀerent variants for the N-terminal half of Ig3 (blue), 33 diﬀerent
variants for Ig7 (green), and two diﬀerent variants for the transmembrane domain (TM) (yellow).
Splicing leads to the incorporation of one alternative exon from each block (C). (D) Dscam1 pro-
teins exhibit isoform-specific homophilic binding between identical isoforms that match at all three
variable Ig domains. Isoform pairs that contain only two matches and diﬀer at the third variable
domain do not bind to one another (from Corty et al. 2009).
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Figure 2.9: Cell specific targeting using the the Gal4-UAS system. (A) A driver line with
a cell specific Gal4 gene is crossed with an eﬀector line containing a gene with a Gal4 binding
UAS site (Upstream Activating Sequence). Oﬀspring containing both constructs show cell specific
expression of the UAS controlled gene (from Borst 2009). (B) Example of a transgenetic fly line
(NP 0282, Otsuna and Ito 2006) that labels two LPTCs (from Schnell et al. 2010).
2000). In order to study Dscam1 ’s eﬀects in detail one has to limit experiments to
smaller populations of cells. Cell specific transgenic expression systems like the Gal4-
UAS system allow cell specific targeting in Drosophila (Brand and Perrimon, 1993;
Borst, 2009). The system consists of two diﬀerent genetic script injections: a yeast
originated Gal4 transcription factor gene controlled by a cell specific enhancer is respon-
sible for the specific location of expression; a UAS (Upstream Activating Sequence)
initiated gene encodes for a certain eﬀect e.g. Overexpression of a Dscam variant and
is controlled by Gal4 (Fig. 2.9). The cell specificity of driver lines and the timing of
expression relative to the development are commonly characterized through large-scale,
random screenings. As both genetic scripts originate from the yeast, interactions with
other genes remain negligible. Gal4 driver and UAS eﬀector are usually prepared in
diﬀerent fly lines to combine diﬀerent targets and eﬀects. Additionally a reporter pro-
tein like GFP can be added to visualize a cell’s morphology and to confirm the success
of the targeted expression. Recently several fly lines have been described that consis-
tently show cell specific expression in subgroups of diﬀerent Lobula Plate Tangential
Cells (Schnell et al., 2010; Joesch et al., 2008). Combinations of these driver lines
with Dscam1-UAS constructs enable additions and overexpressions of Dscam1 variants
and subsequently change the contact characteristics of the targeted LPTCs.
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2.4 project outline
This thesis is composed of four interconnected research projects:
1. morphological characterization of LPTCs in blow flies
LPTCs can be easily identified according to their morphology in every individual
fly. However, little is known about the underlying principles of this constancy.
Supported by a large database of in vivo cell reconstructions and a computational
quantification framework, I investigate the anatomy of four LPTCs in blow flies.
The morphological identity of the four cell types is characterized by a statistical
analysis over morphological parameters and modeled using a synthetic growth
algorithm.
Results of this project have been published in Cuntz et al. 2007b, 2008, 2010.
2. morphological analysis of down-scaled LPTCs in fruit flies
The observation of similar form and functionality but a large diﬀerence in size
of LPTCs in blow flies and fruit flies raises the question to which extent mor-
phological principles are maintained. I explore this issue with a qualitative and
quantitative analysis of HS cells in transgenic Drosophila flies. Drosophila cell
reconstructions and the established quantification framework facilitate detailed
comparison of the HS system in Calliphora and Drosophila.
Results of the qualitative analysis of Drosophila HS cells have been contributed
to Schnell et al. 2010.
3. functional implications of LPTC scaling in blow and fruit flies
In this part of my thesis I take a closer look at the impact of HS cell scaling onto
their functional properties. Passive signal propagation is largely aﬀected by the
length and membrane surface of a neuron and the diﬀerence in cell size therefore
implies diﬀerent properties of signal propagation. Simulations of current injec-
tions into computational models of Drosophila HS cells quantify this functional
impact of size and branching architecture.
Results of project 2 and 3 are subject to a manuscript in preparation:
Forstner et al. 2011.
4. impact of Dscams onto LPTC morphology and function
The transmembrane protein family Dscam has been shown to mediate the pro-
cess of adhesion and repulsion of neurites and consequently, has been attributed
to essential wiring behaviors of neurons such as tiling, self-avoidance and synapse
formation. With their topographic input arrangement, their two dimensional ex-
tension and electrophysiological accessibility, LPTCs represent a great system to
study Dscam in detail. In this project I describe the morphological consequences
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of Dscam overexpression on LPTCs and compare the impact of this manipulation
onto the morphological and electrophysiological properties.
Results are part of a manuscript in preparation: Shi et al. 2011.

3 materials and methods
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3.1 cell imaging and reconstruction in blow flies
In order to study neuronal anatomy in detail, adequate high resolution techniquesdata workflow
were required to resolve even small dendritic structures. A large number of cells was
necessary for our quantitative approach. Traditionally biological imaging produces 2D
pixel and 3D voxel data that is inaccessible to many computational algorithms due to
data size and complexity. Therefore, image data had to be transformed into simple
binary trees of connected cylinders that encoded well the core features of the cell
morphology while being computationally tractable.
The preparation and cell identification procedure was performed by our technical assis-animal
preparation tant Renate Gleich and Ju¨rgen Haag. Female blowflies (Calliphora vicina) were briefly
anesthetized with CO2 and waxed on a small preparation platform. The head capsule
was opened from behind; the trachea and air sacs that cover the lobula plate were
removed. To eliminate movements of the brain caused by peristaltic contractions of
the esophagus, the proboscis of the animal was cut away and the gut was pulled out.
The fly was then mounted on a heavy recording table looking down onto two stimulus
monitors.
Cells were initially identified according to their location in the lobula plate and theircell identification
stimulus response properties. Cells of interest were then filled with a fluorescent Alexa
dye (Alexa 488) and morphologically identified under a fluorescence microscope (Fig.
2.1 B). Preparations in which the cells were properly filled were transferred to the
2-photon-microscope.
A custom-built two-photon microscope (Haag and Borst, 2004; Denk et al., 1990)2PM setup
consisting of the following components was used: a 5 W pumped titanium:sapphire
laser (MaiTai; Spectra Physics, San Jose, CA), a Pockels cell (Conoptics, Danbury,
CT), scan mirrors including drivers (Cambridge Technology, Lexington, MA), a scan
lens (4401 302; Rodenstock, Columbus, OH), a tube lens (MXA 22018; Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan), a dichroic mirror (DCSPR 25.5 x 36; AHF, Tu¨bingen, Germany), and a 40x
water immersion lens (Zeiss). The lens can move along all three axes by a step-
motor-driven micromanipulator (MP285 3Z; Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA). Emitted
light is filtered in parallel by two bandpass filters (HQ 535/50M and HQ 610/75M;
Chroma Technology, Brattleboro, VT) and collected by multi-alkali photomultipliers
(R6357; Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ). The whole system is controlled by custom-
written software (CfNT version 1.569; Michael Mu¨ller, Max Plank Institute for Medical
Research, Heidelberg, Germany).
Flies were rotated until the cells were placed orthogonally with respect to the laserimage recording
beam to minimize the amount of images in the Z-direction. In order to capture the
entire extent of the cells, 6 to 15 adjacent stacks (210 µm x 210 µm area in XY x 30
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in 2 mu m Z-steps) were taken from diﬀerent XYZ positions with an overlap of about
10 percent (Fig. 3.1A).
Image stacks were then transferred to Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, http://www. cylinder
reconstructionsmathworks.com) and all further analysis was performed there in custom written soft-
ware. Manual fine tuning of the original coordinates from the individual stacks was
usually necessary to obtain a precise alignment in three dimensions. Reconstruction
was done directly on the raw images. Only the color mapping was changed to increase
contrast if necessary. Projections of maximum intensity and corresponding depth were
computed along the Z-axis. This reduction from 3D-data to two 2D images was sen-
sible as there were no or very few 3D crossings of branches and all cells were planar.
Based on these images, cylinder models of the branching structure were obtained in
a semiautomated way: the interactive software allowed switched viewing of either
Z-projection or an individual slice of an image stack Fig. 3.1B. The widths of 2D rect-
angles connecting the end points were fitted by gauss functions to suggest a diameter
for the cylinders (Fig. 3.1C). Z-values were attributed to each cylinder directly from
the depth-map according to their 2D location. Quick tracing results (30 min) were
achievable working with maximum Z-projections alone, although slight movements of
the living fly compromised the accuracy of the projection image (Fig. 3.1B). In order
to achieve a higher accuracy, some manual corrections based on individual slices were
necessary in all reconstruction steps. Taking advantage of the planar cell morphology
allowed quicker reconstructions compared to other approaches (Schmitt et al., 2004):
detailed cell models with about 600 to 2000 compartments were obtained typically
within around 2 hours. Jumps in the Z-axis were smoothed by use of linear interpo-
lation. Reconstructions were stored as SWC files where each cylinder is defined by
a unique cylinder ID starting with 1 and progressively incrementing for each cylinder,
an area code (soma=1, axon=2, dendrite=3), XYZ components of the cylinder end
point, a diameter and the cylinder ID of its origin also referred as parent ID (Cannon
et al., 1998). In a SWC file all these values are written in one line of text representing
one cylinder. The first cylinder does not have a origin cylinder and therefor receives
the parent ID -1. SWC files represent a non-redundant data structure that can be
transformed to geometrical cylinder structures by taking each entry’s coordinates as
end point and it’s corresponding parent ID’s coordinates as start point of a cylinder
with the radius given by the end point entry.
3.2 genetics, cell imaging and reconstruction in
Drosophila
Drosophila genetics, preperation and imaging were performed by Jing Shi and Sham- fly preparation
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Figure 3.1: Cell imaging and reconstruction process. (A) Assembled maximum Z-projection of
an HSN from ten overlapping image stacks. (B) Comparison between a single slice (upper panel)
and a maximum Z-projection (bottom panel) of a small example stack. Slight movements and
blurring leads to a loss of visible dendrites (white arrow). (C) Example of an automatic diameter
approximation. Normalized positions 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 on the midline and 40 half pixels in the
orthogonal direction were used to construct a sampling grid that covered the full extent of the
branch thickness (first and second panels). The average over the resulting sampling matrix was
convolved with the first derivative of a Gaussian distribution to emphasize brightness changes
(black line). The diameter was obtained by the distance from the centre of the maximum plateau
in the mean signal to the null in the derivative of the convolved signal (red line). (D) Example
of a reconstructed sub-tree of an HSN cell superimposed on a single slice from one image stack.
(E) Complete cylinder reconstruction of (A), rendered in the Blender animation system (Blender
Website, http://www.blender.org).
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prasad Varija Raghu, PhD. Four fly lines were used Table 3.1. The brains of female
flies were excised, fixed in 4 % Paraformaldehyde for 30 minutes and washed for 45-60
minutes in phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS) including 1 % Triton X-100 (PBT). The
brains were further incubated for one hour in PBT with 2 % normal goat serum (Sigma
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The primary antibody Alexa Fluor 488 rabbit anti-GFP-IgG
(A-21311, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was added (1:200) overnight at 4◦ C and
removed by a series of washing steps in PBT. Subsequent to a final washing step
in PBS for 45-60 minutes, the stained brains were mounted in Vectashield (Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and analyzed by confocal microscopy.
genotype application
+/+
UAS-mCD8-GFP/+
Gal4-NP0282/UAS-GFP
wildtype analysis
DB331-Gal4/+
UAS-mCD8-GFP/CyO
Dscam11.31.25.1/+
Dscam 11.31.25.1 overexpression
experiments
DB331/+;
mCD8-GFP/CyO
+/+
control for Dscam overexpression
experiments
Table 3.1: Fly lines. Crossings were performed by Jing Shi and Shamprasad Varija Raghu, PhD.
Serial optical sections were taken at ∼0.33 µm intervals with 1024 x 1024 pixel resolu- image recording
tion using a confocal microscope (LEICA TCSNT) and oil-immersion 63X or 40X plan
apochromat objectives. In all cases, frontal (coronal) sections were taken from the pos-
terior side of the brain. Cells and lobula plate were captured with single stacks.
The NP0282 driver line labeled HSN and HSE cells in both optic lobes (Otsuna and Ito, reconstruction in
NP02822006; Schnell et al., 2010). The reconstruction procedure required slight adjustments
for the use with Drosophila. Cells showed a much higher branching complexity and GFP
co-labeling of HSE and HSN led to a more time consuming slice by slice reconstruction
(5-6 hours/cell). Due to the high number of co-labeled structures outside of the lobula
plate, axons could not be reconstructed. For complete reconstructions a few cells were
additionally filled with fluorescent dyes.
In the DB331 line all VS and HS cells were labeled and small dendrites could not reconstruction in
DB331be reliably attributed to one particular cell (Joesch et al., 2008). Here analysis was
limited to the area covered by the dendrite. Thicker, easily attributable branches were
followed from the root to the dendritic tips until the dendritic coverage was faithfully
sampled (see Fig. 4.30 in the results chapter for details). Background stains allowed
reconstruction of the lobula plate volume. The border of the the LP was traced in
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each slice using the ImageJ polygon tool. Polygons were stored in ROI files and later
transferred to Matlab using a roiread function (see software listing in section 3.6).
3.3 morphological analysis
For simplification, the reconstructed directed graphs were transformed into strict binarypost-processing
trees by substituting multifurcations with several bifurcations after minimally shifting
the branches on their parent cylinder. Region indices (soma (1), axon (2) or dendrite
(3)) were manually attributed and written to a SWC file (see cylinder reconstructions,
above). The somata in all cells consisted of a clearly separated bag-like structure that
branched from the axon or dendrite. The last branch point (very short branches were
ignored) before the soma was chosen to be the end of the dendrite and the beginning
of the axon. The dendrite root was set to the primary branching point. All LPTC
reconstructions were rotated for both the dendrite root and the furthest axon terminal
tip to lie on the horizontal line building the axonal axis later used to normalize the
orientation of the cells. Dendrite flattening was performed as a morphometric transform
(Zador et al., 1995) to shift all further analysis from 3D to 2D space (3.2B).
A distance isoline to any point on the dendrite was drawn at a 25 µm (7 µm inspanning field
calculation Drosophila) threshold to determine the dendrite spanning fields (3.2B). This corre-
sponds to performing a morphological dilation on the same points with a radial disc
with 25 µm radius. A second estimation of the dendritic coverage was given by the ad-
ditionally computed convex hull. The resulting area representations were parameterized
in several ways (see results chapter 4).
A B
Figure 3.2: Spanning field calculation and vector operations. (A) Flattening of dendrites, 3D
in black, flattened 2D in red, (B) Dendrite spanning field, a distance isoline to any point on the
dendrite was drawn at a 25 µm (prepared by Hermann Cuntz).
As mentioned before the neuronal branching structure of LPTCs was captured usingbranching
statistics interconnected cylinders. For the extraction of branching metrics this structure was
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interpreted as a graph structure built of nodes, where each cylinder was represented by
one node (Fig. 3.3A). Each node was attributed with spatial SWC information like the
XYZ coordinates and the diameter, representing the morphological component. The
topological properties of the nodes were defined by the connections with other nodes.
In the SWC file connections are described by the ID and the parent ID of each entry.
This tuple can also be seen as a sparse representation of an adjacency matrix (Cuntz
et al., 2010). An adjacency matrix displays the connections for all nodes in a two
dimensional matrix by assigning a ’1’ to connecting nodes and a ’0’ to unconnected
nodes (Fig. 3.3B). The adjacency matrix was primarily used as supporting structure for
various parameter calculations. The separation of topology and morphology allowed to
quickly extract various branching metrics as will be seen in the results section.
C
continuation point 
branch/termination point
root
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 12 13
14
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 10 11 12 14
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
BA
no
de
 ID
node parent ID
Figure 3.3: Reconstructions as graphs (A) Example of a dendrite as directed graph. Each dot
resembles one node. Edges are connecting the nodes. Nodes correspond to ending points of the
cylinders in the cylinder reconstruction. Edges correspond to the cylinders. (B) The topology of
the directed graph can be expressed as an adjacency matrix. Here, connections are denoted as
ones, everywhere else the matrix is zero. (C) Topological points were defined as termination and
branch points. Continuation points lie in between topological points and can be shifted and split
on the given path without morphological alterations of the overall structure. In the adjacency
matrix branch points can be identified by columns with two 1s, continuation points by columns
with one 1 and termination points by rows with no 1s.
In this thesis nodes and points will be used interchangeably. Branch points are defined
as nodes with two connecting nodes, termination points as nodes with no connecting
nodes. Nodes of the graph that are inclosed by branch and/or termination points
are defined as continuation points (Fig. 3.3C). While the location of branch and
termination points are fixed within the neuronal reconstructions, continuation nodes
can be split quite arbitrarily and even joined without morphological alterations when
diameter and direction are consistent. To emphasize this diﬀerence, branch points and
termination points were defined as topological points.
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Visualization was done using cylinders and frusti. A frustum is a cone with a pruned
top, it can therefore implement smoother tapering between two diameters. Figure
3.4 denotes the applied polygon sampling of a cylinder from coordinate and diameter
data.
All analyses were performed using a customized version of the TREES toolbox, asoftware
frameworks Matlab toolbox for quantifying, exploring and creating neuronal morphology (Cuntz
et al., 2010) and TREES website, http://www.treestoolbox.org). The TREES toolbox
was established and maintained by Dr. Hermann Cuntz. All results were confirmed
with an independent Matlab framework developed by the author (Forstner, 2005), that
eventually merged with the TREES toolbox published during the thesis (Cuntz et al.,
2010).
A B C D
[0,0,0] orth
dir
pos
dir
Figure 3.4: Eﬃcient cylinder visualization (A-D) Polygon sampling of a cylinder. (A) Each
cylinder’s 3D orientation can be described by direction vector (dir). An orthonormal vector (orth)
to the direction vector was used to sample the circular base with vertices (B). One copy of this
base was shifted to the beginning of the cylinder by adding the position vector (pos), another copy
was shifted to the end by adding both pos and dir (C). The shifted vertices were then connected
to polygons (D). This procedure was repeated for each cylinder.
3.4 generating artificial cells
Artificial Calliphora neurons were created by Dr. Hermann Cuntz using a minimumminimum
spanning trees spanning tree algorithm (Cuntz et al., 2007a). Drosophila neurons were created by
customizing his scripts and the Matlab TREES toolbox. A minimum spanning tree
(mst) represents a graph theoretical structure that - given a set of control points in
2D or 3D - connects points with a minimum amount of wiring. To grow realistically
appearing trees the wiring cost criterion was extended by a cost for path distance of
any point to the dendritic root. This can be seen as a measure for what is called
”synaptic democracy” when considering the conduction time of synapses distributed
along the dendrite. A balancing factor bf weighted the influence of the path distance.
The mst algorithm starts at a defined starting point and adds points iteratively in
a point-by-point fashion. In each step a distance matrix from all already connected
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Figure 3.5: Minimum spanning algorithm. (A) Sketches of the minimum spanning tree al-
gorithm with two diﬀerent balancing factors (lower bf left and higher bf). Each box represents
one step in the iterative growth. Dots are target points, red dots are minimizing the applied cost
function are consecutively connected next. In step III the two trees/dendrites start to grow dif-
ferently. The left tree connects points by saving material while the right tree tends to reduce the
path distance to the root. (B) Distributing random points on a disk shaped surface (red dots) and
growing dendrites onto these points with diﬀerent bf values. The root was located in the centre
of the circular surround in all cases.
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Figure 3.6: Synthesizing LPTCs. (A) Planar dendrites were mapped entirely to two dimensional
space (black original, red flattened dendrite). (B) The dendrite spanning fields were determined by
drawing a region at 25 µm away from any point on the dendrites. (C) Topological point density
distribution was obtained by Voronoi segmentation (green borders) with a dendrite spanning field
boundary. Shaded gray scale indicates surface area of Voronoi pieces. Overlaid dendrite in red.
(D) dendrite topological points were morphologically closed (dilation followed by erosion) with a 25
µm radius disc and the resulting binary image smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 25 µm variance;
(E) This was then cut out by the boundaries of the closed image, representing for each location
in the dendrite spanning field the error made when smoothly averaging the density; (F) density
estimation of topological points by Gaussian filtering with a 25 µm variance. (G) the density map
in (F) was normalized by the estimation error obtained in (E); (H) random points (green) were
distributed according to the corrected density distribution with sharp boundaries; (I) preliminary
artificial dendrite following the iterative greedy algorithm presented previously (Cuntz et al., 2007a)
on green points in (H); (J) Artificial dendrite after smoothing along heavier branches; (K) quadratic
diameter decay was mapped on the resulting dendritic structure according to an optimization of
electrotonic synaptic democracy (Cuntz et al., 2007a). The resulting artificial dendrite shows
similarity with the original tree in (A), (prepared by Hermann Cuntz).
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points Pi to all free points (Pj) was calculated and weighted by bf times the path
distance to the dendritic root P0:
Di,j = ||PiPj||+ bf ||P0 → Pj|| (3.1)
The point connection with the lowest cost was then established and the algorithm
continued with the next iteration. Figure 3.5A depicts two trees grown with a low and
a high bf . Lower bf values result in trees with less wiring, while higher bf values lead
to more direct connections to the root. A realistic example of a cell grown into a disc
shaped structure is shown in Figure 3.5B.
The complete workflow of synthesis is shown in Figure 3.6. Cells were grown into mst workflow
the flattened spanning fields of the original in vivo reconstructions (Fig. 3.6A and
B). The root of the in vivo dendrite was set as starting point for the mst algorithm.
Points were randomly distributed in the spanning fields but the point densities were
localized by following the relative point densities of the individual in vivo reconstruction
(Fig. 3.6C-H). Only the topological points (branching, termination) were considered
for the calculation of the point density. This pseudo-random distribution of carrier
points was introduced to take into account the inhomogeneous distribution of the in
vivo carrier points while creating a truly new cell. The total number of random points
was increased until the resulting number of topological points in the artificial dendrites
matched the original dendrites. In a post processing step, XY-coordinates of points
on longer branches were smoothed by spline interpolation to result in more realistic
dendrites (Fig. 3.6I and J).
3.5 passive compartmental models
Simulations were fitted to electrophysiological in vivo recordings in Drosophila which fly preparation
were performed by Bettina Schnell.
Flies were anesthetized on ice and waxed on a Plexiglas holder. The head was bent
down to expose the caudal backside of the head and the extended proboscis was fixed.
Aluminum foil with a hole of about 1-2 mm sustained by a ring-shaped metal holder was
placed on top of the fly and separated the upper wet part (covered with Ringer solution;
Wilson et al. 2004) of the preparation from the lower dry part. Water-immersion optics
was used from above; visual patterns were presented to dry and fully intact compound
eyes. A small window was cut into the backside of the head, and during mild protease
treatment (protease XIV, E.C.3.4.24.31, P-5147; Sigma Aldrich; 2 mg/ml, max 4 min),
the neurolemma was partially digested and the main tracheal branches and fat body
were removed. The protease was rinsed oﬀ carefully and replaced by Ringer solution.
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A saline jet was generated with a Ringer-filled electrode to remove the extracellular
matrix and to expose the HS cell somata for recording.
Genetically labeled green fluorescent HS cell somata were approached with a patch elec-recordings
trode filled with a red fluorescent dye (intracellular solution, Wilson and Laurent 2005)
containing an additional 5 mM Spermine (S-2876, Sigma-Aldrich) and 30 mM Alexa
Fluor 568 hydrazide-Na (A-10441, Molecular Probes) adjusted to pH 7.3). Recordings
were established under visual control with a x40 water-immersion objective (LumplanF,
Olympus), a Zeiss microscope (Axiotech Vario 100, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), flu-
orescence excitation (100-W fluorescence lamp, heat filter, neutral-density filter OD
0.3; all from Zeiss), and a dual-band filter set (EGFP/DsRed, Chroma Technology,
Bellows FallsVT). During the recordings, the fluorescence excitation was shut oﬀ to
prevent blinding of the fly. Patch electrodes of 6- to 8-MΩ resistance (thin wall, fila-
ment, 1.5 mm; WPI, Sarasota, FL) were pulled on a Sutter- P97 (Sutter Instrument,
Novato, CA). A reference electrode (Ag-AgCl) was immersed in the extracellular saline
(pH 7.3, 1.5 mM CaCl2, no sucrose). Signals were recorded on a BA-1S Bridge Am-
plifier (npi electronics, Tamm, Germany), low-pass filtered at 3 kHz, and digitized at
10 kHz via a D/A converter (PCI-DAS6025, Measurement Computing, Norton, MA)
with Matlab.
A passive compartmental model simulation was implemented using Matlab and thecompartmental
simulation TREES toolbox. The electrotonic representation of the neuronal branching was defined
by the specific axial resistance Ra in Ωcm, the specific resistance of the membrane Rm
in Ωcm2 and the specific membrane capacitance Cm in
µF
cm2 . While the specific passive
parameters were assumed to be homogeneously distributed, the varying cylinder radius
(r) was considered when calculating axial resistance/conductance
ra =
Ra
πr2
= 1/ga (3.2)
membrane resistance/conductance
rm =
Rm
2πr
= 1/gm (3.3)
and membrane capacitance
cm = Cm2πr (3.4)
as length dependent parameters from their specific variants Ra, Rm and Cm (Fig.
3.7).
A passive compartmental model equation system was setup using Matlab and the
TREES toolbox. First, the conductance matrix was established. For a three compart-
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Figure 3.7: Electrotonic representation of neuronal structure. (A) Three linearly connected
nodes (compartments) exemplifying the principles of the electrical cable representation of a neuron.
The red tube depicts the intracellular space, white the extracellular domain. ra - axial resistivity,
rm - membrane resistance, cm - membrane conductance. (B) Electrotonic representation of a
small branching structure with nine compartments and varying diameter.
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mental sequential cable model, M would have been:
M =
 gm,1 + gi,1 + cm∆t −gi,1 0−gi,1 gm,2 + gi,1 + gi,2 + cm∆t −gi,2
0 −gi,2 gm,2 + gi,2 + cm∆t
 (3.5)
This is a direct consequence of the topology of a cell. As can be seen in Figure 3.7 A
each compartment receives and gives input from and to all directly connected compart-
ments. In contrast to the morphological representation, the graph becomes undirected.
Still, M can be computed using the adjacency matrix, one just has to additionally con-
sider the connectivity in the direction to the root. This can be simply achieved by
using AT (Cuntz et al., 2010) and so M with absolute values becomes:
M = GmDs+Ga(diag(sum(ADiv +DivA
T ))− ADiv +DivAT ) + Cm
∆t
Dl (3.6)
with A being the adjacency matrix
Gm: the specific membrane conductance
Ga: the specific axial conductance
Cm: the specific membrane capacitance
Div: diagonal matrices of compartment inverse volumes
Ds: diagonal matrices of compartment surfaces
and ∆t the simulation step duration.
The voltage state of each node at time t is then calculated using the explicit forward
Euler method
Vt = M\(Iinj,t + Vt−1Cm
∆t
Dl) (3.7)
Simulations, parameter scans and the comparison with experimental data were all im-
plemented in Matlab. Results were confirmed using the Neuron simulation environment
(Hines and Carnevale, 1997).
3.6 software listing
The software listing ordered by primary usage:
• image processing, reconstruction and statistical analysis
ImageJ 1.43, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/, image viewer/processor: initial screen-
ing, filtering, conversion of images and stacks
Mathworks Matlab 2010a, http://www.mathworks.com, numerical comput-
ing environment, morphological reconstruction, statistical analysis, initial visual-
ization, code prototyping
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external Matlab toolboxes and functions,
TREES toolbox, http://www.treestoolbox.org,
Mathworks’ statistics and image processing toolbox,
Moo K. Chung’s roiread for importing ImageJ ROI files, http://www.stat.wisc.
edu/∼mchung/softwares/ImageJ/roiread.m,
Robert Schleicher’s ibar for bar plot customization, http://www.mathworks.
com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/
• visualization
Blender 2.49b, http://www.blender.org, 3D modeling software: ray tracing of
reconstructed cells
OpenGL, http://www.opengl.org/, interactive OpenGL rendering
Inkscape 0.47, http://www.inkscape.org, vector graphics editor: figures and
post-processing
OmniGraﬄe 4.2.3, http://www.omnigroup.com/products/omnigraﬄe/, vec-
tor graphics editor: figures and post-processing
Keynote, http://www.apple.com/de/iwork/keynote/, presentation, figures and
post-processing
Gimp 2.6.8, http://www.gimp.org/, bitmap editor: figures and post-processing
Visage Imaging Amira 5.2, www.amira.com, visualization tool: volumetric
visualization and stereoscopic imaging
• file formats
SWC, described in (Cannon et al., 1998), stores neuro-morphological data
XML (eXtensible Markup Language), http://www.w3.org/XML/, storage of re-
construction setups
COLLADA (COLLAborative Design Activity), http://www.collada.org industry
standard for exchanging 3D model data: storage format for the polygon data
X3d, , ISO standard XML-based file format for representing 3D computer graph-
ics: storage format for the polygon data
• movie processing
iMovie ’09, http://www.apple.com/de/ilife/imovie/, cutting, merging and con-
verting movies
ﬀmpeg 0.5, http://www.ﬀmpeg.org, open source movie conversion tool, com-
piled using Macports for movie conversion and creation from rendered image
sequence
• additional frameworks
Python 2.6, http://www.python.org, multipurpose scripting framework, with
numpy 2.1.1, numerical library: used for Blender scripting
Java 6, http://www.java.com, multipurpose programming framework, with the
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MatriX3d class: platform and language independent sampling of cylinders to
polygons
Processing 1.0, http://processing.org, visualization scripting framework: inter-
active OpenGL visualization
• text editors
TeXShop 2.33, http://pages.uoregon.edu/koch/texshop/, Latex editor with
Latex, typesetting system: scientific writing
VoodooPad Pro 4.2.3, flyingmeat.com/voodoopad/, desktop wiki: for general
information keeping, brain storming and sketching
Eclipse, http://www.eclipse.org/, multipurpose IDE, with the pydev plugin:
Python programming
Smultron, smultron.sourceforge.net/, multipurpose coding editor: various cod-
ing
• operating systems
Mac OS 10.6, http://www.apple.com/
Windows XP SP3, http://www.microsoft.com/
• hardware plattform
MacBookPro 2,2, Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.16 GHz, 3 GB Memory
G5 Quadcore PowerMac, 2x2 2.7 GHz G5, 2 GB RAM
Dell Optiplex, 2.1 Dual Xeon, 16 GB RAM
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4.1 morphological characterization of LPTCs in
blow flies
The interindividual constancy and variability of LPTC morphology were studied in four
identified cell types: the equatorial and the northern cell of the horizontal system (HSE
and HSN) and two members of the vertical system (VS2 and VS4) (Fig. 4.1).
100 µm
A B
Figure 4.1: Cell target selection. (A) All three cells of the HSE network: HSN (green), HSE
(red) and HSS (grey). HSE and HSN were selected for this analysis. (B) All ten VS cells: VS1-
VS10, with highlighted VS2 (blue) and VS4 (brown). Selected cells were easily identifiable in all
flies.
All selected cells were reliably identifiable by their distinct position in the lobula plate asqualitative
analysis well as their discriminating receptive field properties (Table 4.1). Taken the morphology
alone, T-shaped VS cells could be easily distinguished visually from roundish-shaped
HS cells. Within one cell class, cells showed identifiable yet less obvious characteris-
tics. Looking at the finer dendritic branches, one was unable to consistently identify
reoccurring patterns in the same identified cells from diﬀerent individuals. This was
tested with small pieces of branching patterns from diﬀerent HS and VS cell images
shown in a randomized order. Subjects were unable to reliably identify cells based on
these branching pieces. This was in line with previous conclusions (Hausen, 1982),
where the branching pattern of diﬀerent HS cells were described qualitatively.
A representative database of LPTC images was created, capturing as much morpho-LPTC database
logical detail as possible. Two-photon image stacks were acquired from cells filled with
fluorescent dye in the living blowfly, Calliphora vicina. Subsequently, the anatomy of
each neuron was manually traced and described by a set of connected cylinders (using
custom-made software, see details in the materials and methods chapter 3). Each
identified cell type was represented by at least ten individuals from diﬀerent flies (Fig.
4.2 and Fig. 4.3). Only completely filled cells were taken into account and though the
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cell ID lobula plate location optimal stripe stim-
ulus, orient. and loc.
morphological charac-
teristic
HSN dorsal, anterior left-right, dorsal round, kidney-shaped
HSE equatorial, anterior left-right, central round, symmetric
VS2 lateral, posterior up-down, frontal T-shaped, balanced
dorsal and ventral
primary dendrite length
VS4 central, posterior up-down, medial T-shaped, ventral pri-
mary dendrite length
longer than dorsal
Table 4.1: Qualitative characteristics to identify the cells. All targeted cells could be easily
distinguished by their location in the lobula plate, the preferred orientation of their responses to a
moving stripe pattern, their location in the visual hemisphere and the morphological structure of
the cells.
analysis was focused on the dendritic branching, soma, axon were also reconstructed
and digitally labeled in the reconstruction in order to define the specific context of
each dendrite.
The idea was then, in line with previous publications (Hillman, 1979; van Pelt and spanning field
propertiesB., 1999; Uylings and van Pelt, 2002), to use statistical distributions over morpholog-
ical parameters thereby isolating key features of dendritic branching in a quantitative
manner. Next to classical branching parameters (see below) the so-called dendrite
spanning field (Hausen, 1982) was parameterized. The spanning field was defined by
drawing a contour around the dendrite at a distance of 25 µm after orienting the re-
constructed neuron along its axonal axis (Fig. 4.4A). Measures included the spanning
field area in µm2, the ratio of the convex hull and spanning field area as well as the
global extent in all three dimensions. Parameters relating to the spanning field plainly
reflected cell type specific diﬀerences: All four cells could be readily discriminated by
their dendrite spanning field parameters (Fig. 4.5). HS and VS spanning fields were
easily distinguished by either their convexity index (Fig. 4.5C) or the ratio of width
against height (Fig. 4.5D). Finer diﬀerentiation of HSE against HSN and VS2 against
VS4 respectively was provided directly by their relative location to the axonal axis (Fig.
4.5B), and accordingly by their centre of mass (Fig. 4.5F).
The spanning field represents a rough, global description of a neuron’s shape. Next, branching pattern
a closer look was taken at the branching structure and the topology of the four iden-
tified cell types. A total of 32 parameters and combinations were calculated, out of
which six were chosen as representatives (Fig. 4.6). Considering branching-specific
statistics (Fig. 4.7), qualitative distinction of HS and VS was possible only by detailed
examination of path length to the root and branch order. Ratios between direct and
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Figure 4.2: Database of reconstructed HS cells. 15 HSE cells and 10 HSN cells, identified by
their location in the lobula plate, receptive field and shape properties. While the general shape
appears stereotypic, the branching structure between diﬀerent cells varied strongly.
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Figure 4.3: Database of reconstructed VS cells. 10 VS2 cells and 10 VS4 cells, identified by
their location in the lobula plate, receptive field and shape properties. Finer branching structure
appears arbitrary.
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Figure 4.4: Spanning field analysis. (A) Cells were normalized by drawing an axonal axis (dotted
red line) from the axonal terminal tip to the root of the dendritic tree. A 25 µm line was drawn
around the dendrites and defined as spanning field. The dendritic spanning field was parameterized
by i.e. the percentage of the area below the axonal axis (A, red line), (B) total area, (C) convexity
index derived by the ratio of convex hull (green) to spanning field area (red), (D) width vs. height
and (E) location of the center of mass in X and Y.
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Figure 4.5: Spanning field parameters. Mean and standard deviation for each identified cell
type and parameter explained in Figure 4.4. Some parameters allowed the classification of HS
and VS cells (C, D), others finer diﬀerentiation into HSN and HSE (B, F), and VS2 and VS4
respectively (B, E, F).
path distances to the root (Fig. 4.7B) followed a narrow distribution close to one
in all cases. Path length histograms (Fig. 4.7A) therefore corresponded to the Sholl
intersection diagram (Fig. 4.7F), a measure typically used to describe branching struc-
ture. Branch length and branching angle reflected a very similar branching structure
throughout all four identified cell types. No parameter allowed reliable identification
of subtypes (HSN/HSE and VS2/VS4).
The descriptive power of spanning field parameters versus branching parameters was clustering
further investigated in a quantitative way, using cluster analysis (Fig. 4.8). Spanning
field related parameters readily grouped individual cells into their respective cell types
as shown simply by plotting convexity index values against the contextual relative
location relative to the axonal axis (Fig. 4.8A). Even a high-dimensional clustering
analysis on the basis of parameterized shape fits of the distributions in Fig. 4.7A-F
or subsets of these did not allow the separation of the real cells into their respective
groups. Best clustering was obtained using path length, density and branching order
distributions which separated HS from VS cells but not the members of the two families
(Fig. 4.8B). Therefore the spanning area best determines neuronal appearance, the
particularities in branching parameter distributions might be merely a consequence of
the neuronal target zone.
In order to identify the critical impact of spanning field shape on branching parameters, artificial cell
synthesisartificial dendrites were constructed covering the same region. Inside the contours of
the original cells, random points were distributed following their respective density
map. An iterative minimum spanning tree algorithm was launched starting at the
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branch length branching angle Sholl intersection
soma/root
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Figure 4.6: Parameters of branching pattern. Sketches exemplifying the selected branching
parameters. Parameters were individually computed for each branch point and termination point.
(A) Path length from the root to a branch/termination point, (B) a measure for local wiring
eﬃciency measured by the ratio of the Euclidean distance to the root and the path length, (C)
the hierarchical structure set by the branching order, starting with a value of zero at the root and
progressively increasing with each branch point, (D) the branch length defined by the distance
to the last branch point in direction to the root, (E) the angle between two sister branches and
(F) the Sholl distance, a measure for the dendritic expansion calculated by drawing iso-spaced
concentric circles around the root and counting the intersections with the cell.
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path length [µm] direct vs. path ratio branching order
branch length [µm] branching angle [˚] sholl intersection [µm]
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Figure 4.7: Branching parameter distribution. (A-F) Distributions according to the parameters
described in Figure 4.6. Distributions are visualized using transparent curves, each representing one
cell. The opacity and fuzziness of the overlays allow to estimate the similarity of the distributions
within one identified cell type. Mean values are shown as boxes. VS and HS cells show quite
diﬀerent morphologies but their branching parameter distributions look very similar. Direct vs.
path ratio (B) and the branching angle (E) are similar in all analyzed LPTCs. Some parameters
allow the identification of HS and VS cells (A,C,F) but none reliable identification of subtypes
(HSE/HSN and VS2/VS4).
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Figure 4.8: Clustering analysis. (A) Dot plot using two spanning field parameters. Each dot
represents one cell. Color encodes the cellular identity. Cells can be well classified by their
convexity index and the area below the axonal axis. (B) Branching parameters were fitted to
generalized extreme value distributions (GEV). A GEV is defined by a shape, scale, and location
parameter and hence, more flexible than a normal distribution only defined by mean and standard
deviation. Each branching property distribution of each cell reconstruction was parameterized
individually. Parameters were then assembled in cell specific feature vectors. Vectors were related
using pairwise distance measures and clustered hierarchically according to their distance. Cluster
results were plotted as dendrogram in order to illustrate their parameterized relation (see Matlab
documentation for background). HS and VS cells can be easily distinguished, but not finer resolved
into their subtypes.
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coordinates of the real dendrite root (see methods chapter for details). At each step, a
connection was added from the existing tree to one of the unconnected random points
according to a cost function which minimized both total amount of wiring and total
path length from the root to each point (Cuntz et al., 2007a). The number of random
points was set to match the resulting number of topological points with the original
dendrites. Improved appearance and overall path distance to the root was achieved by
a subsequent smoothing step along primary branches.
This resulted in artificial dendrites confined to the same area as the corresponding in artificial cell
statisticsvivo dendrite reconstructions and similar appearance (Fig. 4.9). Interestingly, artificial
dendrites also yielded quantitatively similar parameter distributions in all cases as seen
in Figure 4.10, exemplified on HSN and VS2. VS and HS specific diﬀerences in distri-
bution shape and mean value could be well reproduced. The exact same branching rule
can therefore account for all individual morphologies after constraining the spanning
field shape alone. It should be noted that the selected simple wiring constraints do not
take into account neuronal proliferation. They ignore many previously proposed mech-
anisms of neuronal branching (Corty et al., 2009). Furthermore the algorithm works in
a local fashion and does not necessarily lead to global optimization of the cost function.
Considering all this, the artificial cells resemble their original counterparts surprisingly,
though not perfectly well.
As discussed in the materials and methods chapter 3 the algorithm can be adjusted bf estimation
to diﬀerent cell morphologies by altering the balancing factor bf and correspondingly
influencing the average path distances to the root. Qualitative and quantitative es-
timation of the best balancing factor both led to a value of 0.2. Visually, artificial
dendrites grown with a bf of 0.1 and 0.2 resembled the in vivo reconstructions (Fig.
4.11). Lower values led to long, nested branches, while higher values resulted in star
like dendrites. Numerically, the balancing factor was assessed by benchmarking the
branching distributions of the artificial cells to ones obtained from the experimental
data (Fig. 4.12). Diﬀerent parameters required diﬀerent optimal bf values. A bal-
ancing factor of 0.2 represented a compromise of all four branching distributions and
performed quite well in all four cells types, considering the overall distributions.
The data presented here suggest that the morphological identity of the identified cell conclusion
types is rooted in their spanning field properties. The branching structure and topology
of LPTCs are then merely a result of a common branching rule that is constrained by
the cell specific spanning field.
Statistical analysis and synthetic modeling were performed together Dr. Hermann
Cuntz. Fly preparation and image acquisition was done together with Renate Gleich
and Dr. Juergen Haag. The project was supervised, structured and documented
together with Dr. Hermann Cuntz and Prof. Dr. Alexander Borst. Results were
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Figure 4.9: Computational synthesis of LPTCs. Real (left) and synthetic cell (right), two
examples for each cell type. Synthetic cells were grown into the area of their in vivo counterpart
using the same branching rule for all LPTCs. This resulted in realistic morphologies.
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Figure 4.10: Evaluating synthetic branching patterns. HSN and VS2 cells as examples for the
parametric performance of the growth algorithm, in vivo cells in the upper row, artificial cells in
the row below. Characteristic shape and mean values are reproduced in all distributions (A-F).
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Figure 4.11: Visual evaluation of balancing factors. Artificial generation of cells grown into
the same spanning field of an in vivo HSE reconstruction (middle plot) using diﬀerent balancing
factors. Factors of 0.1 and 0.2 lead to realistic results.
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Figure 4.12: Analytical benchmark of balancing factors. The performance of the growth algo-
rithm to reproduce branching parameter statistics was evaluated using diﬀerent balancing factors
(0.05 to 1). Each cell type was benchmarked individually (A-D). For each in vivo reconstruction
and bf value one artificial cell was created and the branching parameterized. Curves represent
mean errors over all cells of one bf normalized by the in vivo standard deviation. Values below
the gray dotted line (error=1) are within the in vivo standard deviation. No clear optimum can
be identified, but rather an optimal range from 0.1 to 0.3.
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published in two articles:
H. Cuntz, F. Forstner, A. Borst, and M. Ha¨usser. One rule to grow them all: a general
theory of neuronal branching and its practical application
PLoS Comput Biol, 6(8): e1000877, 2010
The morphological identity of insect dendrites.
H. Cuntz∗, F. Forstner∗, J. Haag, A. Borst.
PLoS Comput Biol. 4(12):e1000251, 2008
(∗ equal contribution)
Robust coding of flow-field parameters by axo-axonal gap junctions between fly visual
interneurons
H. Cuntz, J. Haag, F. Forstner, I. Segev, A. Borst.
Proc Natl Acad Sci USA.;104(24):10229-10233, 2007
4.2 morphological analysis of down-scaled LPTCs in
fruit flies
The HS system in Drosophila has been morphologically identified three decades agoHS cells in
Drosophila (Fischbach and Heisenberg, 1984; Scott et al., 2002). Interestingly, the HS cell number
and morphological appearance seem to be conserved not only in diﬀerent individuals of
the blow fly but even in diﬀerent fly species. Recently, an electrophysiological study has
shown that HS cells in Drosphila have similar response properties as their counterparts
in Calliphora (Schnell et al., 2010). The subject of the following analysis was to
investigate whether the conclusion held true for the similar, scaled down HS system
of Drosophila. Furthermore, a quantitative comparison of Calliphora and Drosophila
LPTCs was accomplished en passant.
While Calliphora cells needed to be filled intracellularly to capture their three di-identification and
cell labeling mensional extension, in Drosophila a previously described genetic driver line NP0282
(Schnell et al., 2010; Otsuna and Ito, 2006) facilitated specific labeling of HSN and
HSE cells in both optic lobes and dramatically simplified the preparation procedure
(Fig. 4.13B). Once identified in one individual, cells could be simply imaged assuming
conservation of cell specific expression in all targeted individuals (Brand and Perrimon,
1993).
Figure 4.13 depicts the results of a Drosophila NP0282 image stack with geneticallyqualitative
assessment labeled HSN and HSE cells and a Calliphora HSN/HSE double fill. The cells of the
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Figure 4.13: HS cells in fruit fly and blow fly. (A) Drosophila HSN and HSE cell, GFP labeled
confocal microscopy image (left), cylinder reconstruction (middle) and covered area outline (right).
(B) Calliphora HSN and HSE cell from one individual, 2-photon-microscopy multi-stack image of
a Alexa green and red double fill (left), equivalent cylinder reconstruction (middle) and covered
area outline (right). LP sketched from other recordings. Cells in both flies look similar and are
easily identifiable by their relative and absolute location in the LP. However, the overlap between
HS cells in Drosophila diﬀers largely from the one in Calliphora. LP sketched from other recordings
(image acquisition by Shamprasad Varija Raghu, PhD and Dr. Ju¨rgen Haag).
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fruit fly are downscaled by a factor of four, compared to the corresponding Calliphora
LPTCs. Drosophila HS cells shows a very similar shape and location within the lobula
plate and can be easily identified by their relative and absolute location: HSN is located
in the dorsal part, HSE centers in the equatorial part of the lobula plate. Both cells
lie in the anterior layer. A major diﬀerence to their counterparts in Calliphora can be
observed in the spanning fields of Drosophila HS cells. While the HSN cell reaches
until the LP midline, HSE covers major parts of the lobula plate, including most of the
HSN spanning field. The general branching structure in both flies appears similar, but
the complexity in Drosophila is clearly higher than in Calliphora, which is surprising
considering the reduced optical resolution in smaller flies (Hardie, 1984; Go¨tz, 1968).
Also, the primary dendrites branching from the dendritic root appear much thicker
relative to the overall size of HS cells in the fruit fly.
It could not be excluded that the cells in fact have a diﬀerent identity, e.g. so far no
CH cells have been identified in Drosophila. CH cells in Calliphora show a much higher
complexity and LP coverage than HS cells (Meyer et al., 1986; Eckert and Dvorak,
1983). Hence, the high complexity and LP coverage of the here analyzed Drosophila
cells could hint to a diﬀerent cell type. On the other hand, CH cells have been
confirmed to perform dendro-dendritic interactions via electrical and chemical synapses
(Gauck et al., 1997). Experiments performed by Shamprasad Varija Raghu, PhD
indicated no traces of presynaptic components in the dendrites of the here described
Drosophila LPTCs (Raghu et al., 2007). In these experiments a genetically engineered
Synaptobrevin-mRed was used as agent for presynaptic sites. Synaptobrevin represents
an essential protein in the process of synaptic vesicle formation and degradation in
the presynaptic terminal. Confocal images of HS and VS MARCM clones expressing
Synaptobrevin-mRed and membrane attached GFP (mCD8-GFP) showed presynaptic
sites to be exclusively localized in the axonal terminals. It was therefore presumed that
these cells are indeed HS cells, although misattribution cannot be excluded.
Confocal microscopy imaging was applied to establish a representative database ofreconstruction
database HSN and HSE morphologies. The genetic labeling and additional GFP tagged anti-
body treatment resulted in images with very good signal to noise ratio and consistent
labeling penetration. Cells were not imaged in living animals but brains carefully remove
and mounted to avoid compression artifacts. Cylindrical reconstructions of the cells
took much longer (∼5 hours each) than in Calliphora due to the higher branching
complexity and the close proximity and overlap between the two cells. A total number
of 10 HSE and 10 HSN cells were reconstructed from both optic lobes in five flies
(Fig. 4.14). In the NP0282 line many other cells outside of the lobula plate were
co-labeled and reliable reconstruction of axons and somata was not possible therefore
(Schnell et al., 2010). Figure 4.15 confirms the qualitative finding of much higher
complexity found in Drosophila HSN and HSE cells. Drosophila cell reconstructions
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Figure 4.14: Drosophila HS database. 10 HSN and 10 HSE cells from five flies (both optic
lobes), genetically GFP-labeled, imaged with confocal microscopy (left two columns) and recon-
structed as cylinder models (right two columns). Although co-labeled with GFP, separation of the
cells was possible as branches did not fasciculate (images recorded by Shamprasad Varija Raghu).
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contain a little bit more than double the amount of branch points found in Calliphora
reconstructions.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of complexity Mean and standard deviation of the number of branch
points of HSN and HSE cell reconstructions in both fly species. Drosophila cell reconstructions
contain more than double the amount of branch points found in Calliphora reconstructions.
In order to align the dendritic spanning fields from diﬀerent specimen the missingorientation
normalization axonal reconstructions required the use of a diﬀerent context clue than the axonal axis
used in Calliphora. Instead of using the axonal midlines, the orientation of the cells
were normalized by taking the combined spanning fields and minimizing the resulting
overall width (Fig. 4.16). Horizontal lines were then drawn as reference through the
dendritic root of the orientation normalized cells and termed root line. Root lines
were later used for the measurement of area symmetry i.e. fraction of area below the
root line. The procedure works well in the lobula plate since the combined dendritic
spanning fields closely resembled the outline of the northern and equatorial lobula plate
(this was confirmed with background stains, see section 4.4, Fig. 4.30).
30 µm
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Figure 4.16: Orientation normalization of Drosophila HS cells. (A) Unregistered raw recon-
structed HSN(turquoise)/HSE(orange) pair. (B) Dendritic coverage of each cell drawn as outline.
(C) The combined outline was rotated until the minimum width was reached. (D) Overlay of 10
normalized HSN/HSE outlines. (E) Horizontal lines through the dendritic root of cells serve as
reference line to distinguish upper and lower dendritic spanning field. (E) Root lines were then
defined as horizontal lines drawn through the dendritic root of the orientation normalized cells.
The similarity of the roundish convex spanning fields of HS cells in both Calliphoraspanning field
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and Drosophila was also apparent in the parametric space (Fig. 4.17). Still, due to
their diﬀerent scales, Calliphora and Drosophila cells could be easily separated by their
spanning field properties e.g. the spanning field area (Fig. 4.17A) or the center of
mass in the vertical dimension (Fig. 4.17F, diﬀerent scales). The same held true for
HSN and HSE cells of Drosophila, where hull area (Fig. 4.17A) and convexity index
(Fig. 4.17C) allowed a clear discrimination. As in the Calliphora analysis of section
4.1 spanning field properties contained enough cell specific diﬀerences to classify each
identified cell type in both species.
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Figure 4.17: Spanning field parameterization in Drosophila. (A-F) Spanning field parameters
of Drosophila (upper two rows) and Calliphora (lower two rows) HS cells. Mean and standard
deviation for each identified cell type, parameter calculations are explained in Figure 4.4. Some
parameters allowed the classification of Drosophila and Calliphora HS cells (A, F both with with
diﬀerent scales), others finer diﬀerentiation into Drosophila HSN and HSE (A, C).
Figure 4.18 depicts the branching pattern analysis. Direct vs. path ratio and the branching
statisticsbranching angle distributions (Fig. 4.18B and E) seemed to be largely conserved over
the two species and didn’t allow specification of Drosophila or Calliphora fly neurons.
The downscaling and higher complexity led to shifted distributions in case of path and
branch length, branching order and Sholl analysis (Fig. 4.18A and F). Interestingly
the shape of the curves was similar in all distributions. This could be most probably
attributed to the similarities in spanning field shape (also compare to distributions of
VS cells in Figure 4.7). The Drosophila cells showed a lower deviation within one cell
type as seen in the fuzziness among distribution curves, possibly due to the reduced
degree of genetic variability as a result of the genetic balancing and closer relationship
of the Drosophila flies.
A cluster analysis underlined the discriminative potential of the parameterized spanning clustering
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Figure 4.18: Branching parameter distribution. (A-F) Distributions according to the parame-
ters described in Figure 4.6, upper two rows Drosophila, lower two rows Calliphora. HS cells from
diﬀerent species show branching parameter distributions all shaped similarly. Only metrics aﬀected
by the scaling led to significant diﬀerences (A,D,F)
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field properties. In comparison to their Calliphora counterparts the Drosophila HS cells
could not be separated by the area below the drawn root line, but instead by their
convexity index (Fig. 4.19A). This might be a result of the diﬀerent context cues
used. Branching properties only allowed a separation of Calliphora and Drosophila HS
cells and proved the general applicability of the cluster analysis (Fig. 4.19B). The
branching statistics clearly failed to distinguish diﬀerent HS cells in both species.
Co-labeling of same cells in both hemispheres allowed the direct comparison of the intra-individual
comparisonvariability within one and between diﬀerent individuals. Again, a quiz in a Memory
game fashion was developed to investigate the possible visual identification of two
cells from the same animal. Each reconstruction was printed out on a single individual
piece of paper, marked with a hidden fly ID. Paper sheets were mixed and it was
tried to sort the cells by individuals. It was not possible to consistently relate two
cells to one individual fly. Quantitative analysis of branching structure and spanning
field properties yielded no significant diﬀerence in similarity between diﬀerent lobes
and diﬀerent animals. These observations are visualized in the results of the cluster
analysis (Fig. 4.19). Here, two cells from the same animal are labeled with the same
letter. There is no significant co-localization of cells from the same animal neither
within the dot plot of the spanning field properties (Fig. 4.19A) nor in the dendrogram
of the parameterized branching characteristics (Fig. 4.19B). The value of this analysis
was limited though, due to the small number of animals (n=5).
A small, preliminary screen (n=3) of double Alexa injections of cells from diﬀerent
optic lobes in Calliphora and a subsequent qualitative assessment indicated that this
finding might also be true for blowflies (data not shown). The variability in same and
diﬀerent animals supports the idea of a common branching rule which is not rigidly
constraining branching but rather optimizing costs within a fixed target area.
Next, the growth algorithm was tested on fruit fly neurons. The very same operations morphological
synthesisas described in the previous section were carried out. Only a few critical parameters
needed to be adjusted to account for the diﬀerence in scale. The smaller cells required
a finer resolution to estimate local spanning field properties: Branches were sketched
by borders drawn by 6 µm distant contour lines instead of 25 µm and additionally
the grid for the density calculation was down-sized too. The algorithm was able to
synthesize cells with very similar appearance. Error curves allowed a selection of the
balancing factor. Interestingly, it matched the bf value set for Calliphora cells (Fig.
4.20C and D), which is not surprising taken the similarities in general appearance and
branching distributions.
With a slightly modified analytical workflow it was possible to reproduce the results conclusions
from the big fly: The morphological identity of Drosophila HS cells seems to be based
on their spanning field characteristics alone. The branch pattern can be explained
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Figure 4.19: Clustering analysis. (A) Dot plot using two spanning field parameters. Each dot
represents one cell, color coded by it’s cellular identity. Letters indicate animal labels, the cells were
reconstructed from. The area below root line was computed as described in Figure 4.16E. The
convexity index was retrieved as mentioned in Figure 4.4C. Cells can be classified according to their
convexity index. Two cells from the same animal do not co-locate. (B) Each branching property
distribution of each cell reconstruction was parameterized individually. Parameters were then
assembled in cell specific feature vectors. Vectors were related using pairwise distance measures
and clustered hierarchically according to their distance. Cluster results were plotted as dendrogram
in order to illustrate their parameterized relation (see Matlab documentation for background). HS
and VS cells can be easily distinguished, but not finer resolved into their subtypes. HS cells from
diﬀerent species can be resolved but cells are parametrically intermingled within one species. Cells
from the same individual can not persistently identified by their parametric relation.
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Figure 4.20: Computational synthesis of Drosophila HS cells. (A and B) Real (left) and
synthetic cell (right), two examples for each cell type. Synthetic cells were grown into the spanning
area of their in vivo counterpart using the same branching rule for both HSN and HSE. Comparison
of best balancing factor fits in Drosophila HSN (C) and Calliphora HSN (D), tested for balancing
factor ranges from 0.05 to 1. Each cell type in each species was benchmarked individually. For each
in vivo reconstruction and bf value one artificial cell was created and the branching parameterized.
Curves represent mean errors over all cells of one bf normalized by the in vivo standard deviation.
Values below the gray dotted line (error=1) are within the in vivo standard deviation. Compared
to Calliphora, Drosophila shows a more parameter-consistent optimal range between 0.05 and 0.2.
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Figure 4.21: Evaluating synthetic branching patterns. (A-F) Synthetic Drosophila HS cells
(upper two rows) grown with the minimum spanning tree algorithm (bf=0.2) are able to closely
reproduce the in vivo branching statistics of the in vivo reconstructions (lower two rows). Shapes
and mean values look very similar and even small cell specific drifts in path length distributions
are conserved.
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by a simple optimization rule of neuronal wiring which appears not only to be shared
by diﬀerent cells, but is even conserved through diﬀerent fly species. While most
branching properties are shared, the diﬀerent scales and complexities represent a clear
discriminator between the two HS cells in both fly species. The scaling properties and
their functional implications are investigated in the following section.
Fly genetics and preparation as well as image acquisition was performed by Shamprasad
Varija Raghu, PhD. The project was structured and supervised with the help of Dr.
Hermann Cuntz and Prof. Dr. Alexander Borst. A publication about the quantitative
part of this study is in preparation:
F. Forstner, H. Cuntz, B. Schnell, S. V. Raghu, and A. Borst. Functional impact of
scaling in identified neurons of the fly. in preparation, 2011
Results of the qualitative analysis have been contributed to:
Processing of horizontal optic flow in three visual interneurons of the Drosophila brain.
B. Schnell, M. Joesch, F. Forstner, S.V. Raghu, H. Otsuna, K. Ito, A. Borst, D.F.
Reiﬀ. J Neurophysiol., 103(3):1646-1657, 2010
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blow flies and fruit flies
Table 4.2 lists a few measures of Drosophila/Calliphora scaling. Additionally, for area morphological
scaleand volume related measures the one-dimensional scale is given. For example, the
mean brain volume in Drosophila is 81 times smaller than than in Calliphora. Assuming
isomorphic scaling in all dimensions, this can be seen as an equal downscaling by a
factor of 3
√
81 = 4.3 in the X, Y and Z dimension. The lobula plate area is scaled
down by a factor of 20 in Drosophila, corresponding to an isomorphic downscaling of
2
√
20 = 4.5 in X and Y. Body length and dendritic diameter on the other hand are
already one-dimensional.
Interestingly, most measures appear downscaled by a factor of around 4 in Drosophila,
suggesting that the whole organism including its functional units is rigidly downscaled.
While even the area covered by single neurons like the HSN cell followed this rule, the
maximum HSN cell diameter showed a weaker downscaling by a factor of only two.
Consequently blowing up a Drosophila HSN to the global width of a Calliphora HSN
led to very thick dendrites - nearly twice as thick as in Calliphora (Fig. 4.22). Neither
an isometric nor an isoelectrotonic scaling between the HS cells from the two species
would therefore be expected (Olsen et al., 1996).
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A similar observation can be made in Drosophila HSE cells. Here, the diameter is also
disproportionally scaled by a factor of only 2. Additionally, the large spanning field
expansion of HSE cells in the fruit fly (Fig. 4.13) leads to a lower downscaling (<4)
of the spanning fields in respect to Calliphora HSE cells.
To further investigate the scaling properties, initially, Calliphora HSN cells and blown
up Drosophila HSN cells are compared. This normalization not only allows for pro-
nouncing morphological diﬀerences and similarities, but also to compare the electro-
tonic architecture when applying the same electrotonic model parameters to the cells
of both species. Later, a real sized model of Drosophila HSN cells will be established,
by fitting electrotonic parameters to experimental data.
entity Calliphora Drosophila scale
factor
1D scale
factor
mean body length 11 mm 2.6 mm 4.2 4.2
mean brain volume 1.22 mm3 0.015 mm3 81.3 4.3
mean LP area 0.18 mm2 0.009 mm2 20 4.5
mean spanning area, HSN 0.075 mm2 0.005 mm2 15 3.9
mean spanning area, HSE 0.068 mm2 0.0075 mm2 9 3
max. dia., HSN 10.87 µm 5.59 µm 1.9 1.9
max. dia., HSE 11.6 µm 5.5 µm 2.1 2.1
Table 4.2: Structure scaling in Drosophila and Calliphora. Fly size measured in three adult
flies (also see Fig. 2.4). Brain volumes (n=1) measured by Dr. Christoph Kapfer, unpublished. LP
(n=1 in Calliphora, n=10 in Drosophila) and HSN (n=10) properties measured in reconstructions.
1D scale factors correspond to the quadratic and cubic root of the absolute scale factors for areas
and volumes respectively.
Compared to other neurons, LPTC dendrites exhibit rather large diﬀerences in theirdiameter scaling
dendrite thickness. While a dendritic tip in Calliphora terminates at around 0.5 µm,
the dendritic root grows up to 10 to 12 µm in diameter. Taken the large variance in
diameter tapering, the electrotonic properties seem to play an important role, not only
in the axonal but also in the dendritic information processing (Haag, 1991; Borst and
Haag, 1996; Haag et al., 1997). One would therefore assume the diﬀerent diameter
scaling in Drosophila to be dictated by such functional constraints.
Indeed, it was possible to partially explain the biased diameter scaling factor when
combining three observations: Firstly, the general branching patterns in both species
was quite similar (see section 4.2). Secondly, the diameter of the blown up Drosophila
HSN cells were around twice as thick as the Calliphora HSN cell (table 4.2), while the
measured mean terminal diameter were practically identical. Thirdly, considering the
most complex reconstructions (by topological point number) Drosophila HSN mod-
els contained around twice as many dendritic terminals compared to Calliphora HSN
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100 µm 20 µm
A B C
100 µm
Figure 4.22: Morphological scaling. Comparing Calliphora HSN (A) and Drosophila HSN (B)
at the same scale. (C) Drosophila HSN scaled up to the width of a Calliphora HSN. The diameter
becomes much thicker when proportionally upscaled.
models.
In Figure 4.23A the diameter of every branch point is plotted against the number of
all tips terminating from its subtree for both fly species. Assuming synapses being
distributed homogeneously over the dendritic tips, this can be seen as an important
electrotonic property of synaptic integration. The linear fit indicates a very similar
diameter to number of terminals ratio in HSN cells of both species. In Figure 4.23B
the same Drosophila cell is plotted, but additionally to the overall shape the diameter
has been thinned to fit the Calliphora HSN cell diameter at the dendritic root. All
other branches were scaled with the same factor. The resulting diameter distribution
of this hypothetical neuron led to a significantly diﬀerent ratio. This implies that
in HSN cells of Calliphora and Drosophila a common diameter constraining law is
implemented.
Other studies in Calliphora (Cuntz et al., 2007a) have proposed a quadratic diameter
tapering from the terminal tips to the dendritic root of a neuron. Diﬀerent optimal
parameters for a quadratic decay were thereby precomputed from linear cable models
of various lengths. The optimization was based on an optimal current transfer from
the beginning to the end of the cable. A quadratic diameter fit for a cylinder recon-
struction is then obtained by mapping the path length to the root for each node to
the precomputed cables. In Figure 4.23C the original in-vivo reconstruction diameter,
the terminal derived diameter fit and a quadratic fit are compared for Calliphora and
Drosophila HSN. In Calliphora, both methods were able reproduce the in vivo diam-
eter quite precisely. In Drosophila both approximations did not perfectly reconstruct
thicker branches close to the dendritic root. Finer branches and their tapering on the
other side matched quite well. This suggests an inherent relationship of the number of
upstream terminals, the distance to the dendritic root and the cylinder diameter, that
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Figure 4.23: Diameter modeling. (A and B) For each branch point of the most complex
Drosophila (orange) and Calliphora (red) reconstruction of the database the diameter is plotted
against the number of terminals that lie upstream of that branch point. Lines denote linear fits to
these points for both species. Thumbnails show the analyzed Calliphora and blown up Drosophila
cell. (A) An isometrically upscaled Drosophila HSN cell shows a very similar terminal/diameter
ratio as measured in the Calliphora cell. (B) In addition to it’s size, the diameter of the Drosophila
HSN cell is thinned to fit the Calliphora cell. The diameter at the dendritic root of the Calliphora
HS cell is thereby taken as reference. An upscaled Drosophila cell with a diameter equalized
this way leads to a significantly diﬀerent diameter to number of upstream terminal ratio than its
counterpart with realistic diameter distribution. (C) Visual comparison of diameters from the in
vivo reconstruction, fitted to the number of terminals and fitted as a quadratic decay from the
terminals to the root. In Calliphora, both diameter models are able to reproduce the diameter
as seen in the in vivo reconstruction. In Drosophila, thicker dendrites aren’t fit perfectly, while
smaller dendrites can be reproduced quite realistically.
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should be investigated in future studies. Also it might be interesting to compare these
results to other relations of diameter tapering like Rall power (Rall, 1959) and Hillman
threshold (Hillman, 1988).
Next, a steady state electrotonic analysis was performed on the Calliphora HSN den-
drite and the blown up Drosophila HSN dendrite to characterize the functional im-
plications of the increased diameter. A steady state, passive multi-compartmental
electrotonic model was created by homogeneously assigning the axial resistivity Ra
and the membrane resistance Rm to each compartment. Parameter values were taken
from a previously published electrotonic analysis of Calliphora LPTCs (Borst and Haag
1996, Ra = 40Ωcm, Rm = 2kΩcm2). Absolute values ra and rm per unit length were
then calculated individually, considering the radius and length of each compartment
(see materials and methods, chapter 3). The conductance matrix and subsequently
the compartmental model equation was derived. When using the same electrotonic
parameters for size equalized HSN cells from both species and injecting current at the
dendritic root, one can see that the dendritic compactness is preserved (Fig. 4.24A).
On the other hand, diameter equalized cells show a reduced electrotonic compactness.
Next, the opposite direction from terminals located in the middle of the dendritic
spanning field to the dendritic root was investigated (Fig. 4.24B). Injections were
distributed at the same absolute distance in all neurons and the same current was in-
jected (-0.1 nA). The resulting hyperpolarization at the dendritic root was measured
and compared between Calliphora HSN reconstruction, upscaled Drosophila HSN cell
and upscaled, thinned Drosophila HSN cell. In the up scaled fruit fly neuron two
injections at the same distance were needed to induce a similar hyperpolarization as
measured in the blow fly HSN cell. Apparently, the electrotonic ’terminal democracy’
is preserved: the doubled diameter and doubled amount of terminals of the blown up
Drosophila cells halves the electrotonic influence of each individual terminal.
These results imply that - taken the higher complexity - the HSN cell diameters in
Drosophila are in fact scaled isometrically as all other entities of table 4.2. While
results of the previous section implied common branching principles to be applied in
both flies species, here I could show that even the electrotonic organization appears
conserved. The exact reason for the observed scaling ratio can only be speculated
(see discussion section 5), but findings are in line with previously proposed conserved,
conceptual implementations of neuronal features in the electrophysiological domain
(Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Borst, 2008).
In order to understand the influence of the realistic morphological scaling on the elec- compartmental
modelingtrotonic properties, a passive compartmental model of a real sized HSN reconstruction
was setup and fitted to experimental measurements. The parameter space of the
electrotonic model was confined by fitting parameters to a series of sinusoidal current
injection experiments. Initially, the model was fitted to step current injection experi-
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Figure 4.24: Morphological scaling. (A) Current injection simulation into the soma of Cal-
liphora HSN, upscaled Drosophila HSN and upscaled, diameter-equalized Drosophila HSN. Up-
scaled Drosophila cells sustain the electrotonic compactness when modeled with the same electro-
tonic parameter setup; upscaled, diameter-equalized cells lose a substantial amount of the intitial
potential. (B) Current injection into iso-distant terminals (-0.1 nA), one terminal in Calliphora,
two in Drosophila cells. The bar plot shows the depolarization at the dendritic root. ’Terminal
democracy’ is sustained in the upscaled Drosophila cells when considering twice the number of
terminals; upscaled, diameter-equalized cells show a larger increase instead. (A and B) Mean and
standard deviation over all reconstructed HSN cells of both species.
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ments. These yielded quite unstable voltage responses, possibly due to patch clamp
specific artifacts of steady current injections and were therefore not considered in this
analysis.
The sinusoidal input protocol consisted of a sequential injection of 1, 80, 160, 2, current injection
40, 6, 120, 20, 60, 8, 100 and 4 Hz cosine current inputs with 0.025 nA amplitude,
shifted by -0.025 nA. Each frequency pattern was injected for 1 second (except 1 Hz,
injected for 2 seconds) and separated by 1 second intervals (protocol adapted from
Borst and Haag 1996). Voltage responses were recorded simultaneously. Results were
band pass filtered and cosine curves with the corresponding frequencies were fitted
to each individual current injection and voltage trace. From these fits the absolute
amplitude and relative phase shift of the voltage trace was computed and averaged
for each frequency over all individuals. Parameterized responses were now used to
benchmark the results of the compartmental model simulations.
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Figure 4.25: Current injection experiments. Two examples of sinusoidal current injections with
current trace (blue): 10 Hz and 40Hz frequency, 0.025 nA amplitude, shifted by -0.025 nA and
1s in duration. The voltage trace (red) reflects the tight correlation of input current and voltage
response (experiments performed by Bettina Schnell).
50 µm
Figure 4.26: Compartmental model. Complete Drosophila HSN cell reconstruction. The red
cone corresponds to the access site of current injection for in vivo experiments and simulations.
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A complete cell including soma, axon and dendrite was reconstructed from a NP0282simulation
stack where a GFP labeled HSN cell was additionally dye injected to follow it’s ax-
onal and somatic outgrowth (Fig. 4.26). Active components were not considered in
this model. A passive multi-compartmental electrotonic model including the temporal
domain was created by homogeneously assigning the specific axial resistivity Ra, the
specific membrane resistance Rm and the specific membrane capacitance Cm. ra, rm
and cm were then calculated individually, considering the diameter and radius of each
compartment (see materials and methods chapter 3)
Sinusoidal current injection simulations were performed according to the in vivo proto-
col: 1, 80, 160, 2, 40, 6, 120, 20, 60, 8, 100 and 4 Hz frequency, 0.025 nA amplitude,
shifted by -0.025 nA, 1 second in duration. The conductance matrix and subsequently
the compartmental model equation was derived (see materials and methods chapter
3). The simulation time step was set to 0.1 ms. In order to explore the physiological
parameter space of the Drosophila HSN cell, a parameter scan was initiated with
• Ra ranging from 1 to 1000 Ωcm
• Rm ranging from 1 to 20 kΩcm2
• and Cm ranging from 0.1 to 1.2 µF/cm2
Amplitude and phase shift of the simulated voltage trace were extracted, compared to
the averaged in vivo results. The error for each frequency was computed individually
and then pooled:
EA,sim =
￿￿
f∈F
(Asim,f − Aexp,f )2 (4.1)
EΘ,sim =
￿￿
f∈F
(Θsim,f −Θexp,f )2 (4.2)
With F being the injected input frequencies. Results were then normalized by the
standard deviation and combined.
EA,exp =
￿￿
f∈F
σAexp,f
2 (4.3)
EΘ,exp =
￿￿
f∈F
σΘexp,f
2 (4.4)
ERa,Rm,Cm = 0.5(
EAm,sim
EΘm,exp
+
EAinj,sim
EΘinj,exp
) (4.5)
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error
rough scan fine scan
Figure 4.27: Extract of the compartmental simulation parameter scan. Results of the
compartmental simulations (see text) for diﬀerent parameter setups of Ra, Rm and Cm. Each
panel corresponds to one fixed value of Cm. X and Y axis denote diﬀerent values of Ra and Rm.
Colors represent error values normalized by the in vivo standard deviation. White spots indicate
errors larger than the standard deviation. The left column shows results of a rough parameter scan.
A broadened minimum at around Cm = 0.3µF/cm2, Rm = 12.5kΩcm2 and Ra170Ωcm can be
observed. The right column represents a finer scan within the minimum error value cloud found
during the roug scan. Combinations outside of the plotted range but within the here analyzed
range (Ra:1 to 1000 Ωcm, Rm:1 to 20 kΩcm2, Cm: 0.1 to 1.2 µF/cm2) did not yield error
values within the in vivo measured standard deviation.
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Error function values below 1 were considered to be a reasonable fit, since in the range
of in vivo measured variability. Figure 4.27 shows the results of the parameter scan. A
local minimum can be found at Cm = 0.3µF/cm2, Rm = 12.5kΩcm2 and Ra170Ωcm.
This parameter setup performed quite well in reproducing the amplitude (Fig. 4.28A)
and phase shift of the in vivo recordings.
Does this represent a biologically reasonable parameter setup? Cm has traditionally
been fixed to values of 1µF/cm2 (Gentet et al., 2000). Therefor, a value of 0.3µF/cm2
appears quite low. On the other hand the membrane capacitance has never been mea-
sured directly in cells of this size and morphological character. Rm does conform with
previous studies in Drosophila (Gouwens and Wilson, 2009). Ra is very variable in our
analysis. This might be an artifact of the used fitting constraints. Ra is experimentally
only constrained by Rinj. Injecting and measuring at the same compartment might
represent a quite weak method to adequately constrain Ra as diﬀerent values only mod-
erately aﬀect the Rinj of the compartmental model. Instead the current transfer to a
more distant location in the dendrite could represent stronger constraint, but so far,
Drosophila’s size has limited injection experiments to the soma compartment.
Table 4.3 depicts diﬀerent parameters from a previously published electrotonic analysis
of Calliphora LPTCs (Borst and Haag, 1996) and the results of the analysis performed
on Drosophila cells. Values vary quite strongly. On the other hand it becomes obvious
why such low values of Cm were obtained for Drosophila: Rinj is around 20 times larger
in Drosophila, while the measured time constant (estimated by τm = CmRm) reaches
similar values as in Calliphora. As noted before, Ra has only moderate influence on Rinj
of the compartmental model and thus Rm has to compensate alone. Altering Rm and
keeping τm fixed implies a reduction of Cm. This way the intrinsic logic of the parameter
values validate the identified parameter setup. Interestingly the square rooted ratio of
Rm and Ra as used for the calculation of the length constant λ =
￿
r
2
￿
Rm
Ra
(with the
radius r) is similar in both species.
Parameter [unit] Calliphora HSN Drosophila HSN
Rin [MΩ] 5 190
Ra [Ωcm] 40 170
Rm [kΩcm2] 2 12.5
Cm [µF/cm2] 0.9 0.3
τm [ms] 2.1 3.75￿
Rm
Ra
[
√
cm] 7 8.6
Table 4.3: Passive simulation parameters of blow fly and fruit fly HSN. Calliphora parameter
values from Borst and Haag 1996.
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While the somata in both blow fly and fruit fly HSN cells were anatomically secluded compactness
compartments, simulations showed that current can spread freely into the axon: The
diﬀerences in input resistance measured in the axon the soma appeared to be rather
marginal with diﬀerences of 20% in Calliphora and 10% in Drosophila. Injections into
the pruned soma led to a large increase in input resistance by a factor of 20 in HS cells
of both species. Furthermore, Figure 4.28B depicts a current injection simulation into
the soma of a Drosophila HSN cell. In accordance with Calliphora HS cells (Borst and
Haag, 1996), the current can spread easily and penetrate the complete neuron. These
results also show that the in vivo recordings performed in somata of Drosophila are
adequate for estimating the overall electrotonic properties, assuming homogeneously
distributed parameters.
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Figure 4.28: Amplitude spectrum and electrotonic compactness. (A) Response amplitude
spectrum of in vivo recordings and simulation (see box for parameter setup). (B) Simulated input
of a 0.1 nA current injection into the soma of a Drosophila HSN cell. The steady state voltage
decay is mapped as color code on to the cylinders. Current is able to freely flow into the dendrite
and axon.
In this study the functional implications of LPTC scaling was investigated. Most conclusion
entities in Drosophila were downscaled by a factor of four. The relative diameter in
fruit fly cells turned out to be significantly larger than their blow fly counterparts. It
was possible to explain this with a conservation of the overall electrotonic architecture
of the cells. An electrotonic analysis revealed diﬀerent membrane parameters in blow
fly and fruit fly.
Current injection experiments and cell fillings were performed by Bettina Schnell. The
project was supervised by Dr. Hermann Cuntz and Prof. Dr. Alexander Borst. A
manuscript is in preparation:
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F. Forstner, H. Cuntz, B. Schnell, S. V. Raghu, and A. Borst. Functional impact of
scaling in identified neurons of the fly. in preparation, 2011
4.4 impact of Dscams onto LPTC morphology and
function
Dscam genes have been convincingly attributed to the control of dendritic target-
ing and branching in Drosophila (Chen et al., 2006; Schmucker et al., 2000; Hughes
et al., 2007; Hummel et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2004; Zhan et al.,
2004). However, no study investigated this observation quantitatively nor did anyone
analyze functional implications of Dscam manipulations. In this respect, LPTCs repre-
sented a perfect system to further investigate Dscam’s influence on the morphological
and electrophysiological properties. Their conserved location, shape and functionality
throughout individuals should allow easy identification and quantification of Dscam
induced alterations. HSE and HSN cells were selected as targets. HS cells were pre-
viously investigated in depth (see section 4.2) and represented a reliably identifiable
system of three cells. Wild type HS cells show no overlap of sister branches and spread
quite homogeneously into their lobula plate location. Between cells, no fasciculation
but a large overlap of spanning area was observable - all eﬀects that have been shown
to be Dscam protein mediated in other systems. In addition, HS cell specific driver
lines existed and allowed a cell targeted Dscam profile manipulation (see details in the
materials and methods chapter 3).
Dscams have been shown to be responsible for tiling behavior in neurons (Hattori et al.,expression
experiments 2008). The huge overlap of the HSN and HSE cell in Drosophila (see also Fig. 4.13)
and their close proximity in the anteroposterior axis raised the question whether an
overexpression of the same Dscam isoform could lead to heteroneural repulsion and
subsequent tiling behavior in these neurons. The two-dimensional extension should
allow clear identification of these eﬀects. Hence, a single Dscam isoform (11.31.25.1)
was over-expressed in LPTCs in addition to the endogenously expressed Dscam reper-
toire. 11.31.25.1 was chosen from a small collection of diﬀerent UAS-Dscam constructs
because its overexpression caused a reproducible dendritic phenotype in LPTCs. As
depicted in Figure 4.29 ectopic expression of Dscam 11.31.25.1 caused severe defects
in the elaboration of HS dendrites. The example shows a NP0282 driven overexpres-
sion of Dscam 11.31.25.1 in HSN and HSE as confocal stack Z-projection and cylinder
reconstruction. While HSN remains largely unaltered, the HSE cell lost large parts of
its lateral branching pattern compared to the control case.
Unfortunately, the NP0282 line did not generate stable phenotypes over a larger pop-DB331 driver line
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Figure 4.29: Control and Dscam HS cells. (A) Dscam over-expession NP0282-GFP line,
confocal microscopy image (left) and cylinder reconstruction (right). (B) Control NP0282-GFP
line, confocal image (left) and corresponding cylinder reconstruction (right). LP sketched and
fitted from other images stacks containing background staining. The spanning area of the HSE
cell appears much reduced in the Dscam mutant, especially the lateral branches contacting the
lobula plate are largely missing (image acquisition performed by Jing Shi and Shamprasad Varija
Raghu, PhD).
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ulation of flies possibly due to its weak expression pattern. In order to see consistent
eﬀects, a stronger driver line was introduced. The DB331 line had shown to be a
such a line and was therefore chosen as replacement (Joesch et al., 2008). However,
DB331 co-labeled VS cells and finer branches e.g. in the dorsal LP area that could
not be resolved consistently due to the large overlap and the background illumination
(Fig. 4.30B). Analysis was therefore limited to the area covered by the dendrites.
Thicker, easily attributable branches were followed from the root to the dendritic tips
until the dendritic coverage was faithfully sampled (Fig. 4.30B). Background stains
allowed reconstruction of the lobula plate volume, facilitating faithful registration and
normalization of the cell reconstructions. Dscam alterations driven by DB331 appeared
not only more consistently but with even stronger phenotypes than in NP0282 (Fig.
4.30A). HSN and HSE both lost large parts of their spanning area.
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Figure 4.30: DB331 driver line. Control (A) and Dscam overexpression (B) stacks based on
the DB331 line. DB331 targets both HS and VS cells in the lobula plate. The distance in the
anterior-posterior dimension allowed the separation into VS (second column) and HS cells (third
column). The HS cells could then be reconstructed (fourth column, HSN: turquoise, HSE: orange)
and the spanning fields calculated (last column). DB331 allows stronger expression patterns and
Dscam overexpression phenotypes appeared more pronounced and consistent (image acquisition
by Jing Shi).
In order to quantify initial observations, a total number of 16 HSN and HSE cellsdatabase
from 16 diﬀerent animals were reconstructed to capture the spanning fields of the cells
(Fig. 4.31A and B, middle column). Reconstructions were normalized by the height
of their lobula plate, outlines and overlaps were digitally sketched (Fig. 4.31A and B,
left and right columns). In comparison to the control cells (Fig. 4.31B) a consistent
and strong reduction in spanning field area and inter-cellular overlap in Dscam overex-
pressing cells became visible (Fig. 4.31B). Lobula plate outlines established a valuable
context and supported these observations. Exceptions with normal or partly normal
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spanning fields also occurred once (Fig. 4.31A, last row, right HSE/HSN). Additional
screens confirmed that the observable diﬀerence in LP shape and size (Fig. 4.31) was
independent of Dscam profile manipulations but rather related to the diﬀerent ages of
the flies. This did not aﬀect the significance of the findings since for both conditions
a similar range of ages were pooled and in all cases the flies were adult, functionally
fully developed and all measures were normalized for the size diﬀerences.
controlDscam OE
A B
Figure 4.31: DB331 Dscam overexpression database. Normalized HSE/HSN/LP reconstruc-
tions and spanning fields from 8 diﬀerent DB331 Dscam overexpressing (A) and 8 diﬀerent DB331
control flies (B). Turquoise colors correspond to HSN, orange colors to HSE. The grey border
represents the reconstructed lobula plate. In the spanning field graphs the grey area labels the un-
covered LP area, the red area the intersection area of HSE and HSN. Most Dscam overexpressing
cells are reduced in overall cell size and do not reach the lateral border of the lobula plate anymore
(reconstructions based on images acquired by Jing Shi).
The visual observations were quantified in Figure 4.32. Indeed, the area covered by quantification
the dendrites was strongly reduced. In average, HSN and HSE lost nearly half of their
spanning area within the lobula plate. The average dendritic overlap of the two cells
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was reduced to a third of the original value. Still, a perfect tiling as expected from the
resulting repulsion of HSN and HSE cells could not be observed.
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Figure 4.32: Dscam statistics. (A) Mean and standard deviation of the lobula plate coverage
for Dscam overexpressing vs. control flies. A large reduction in coverage was observed. (B) The
intersection area between HSN and HSE, normalized by the LP area. The overlap of the two cells
was largely reduced in Dscam overexpressing animals.
Based on this phenotype and the topographic arrangement of the lobula plate inputmapping
receptive fields is was predicted that motion stimuli in the lateral field of view (corresponding to the
medial lobula plate) should still be processed normally whereas motion in the frontal
field of view (corresponding to the lateral lobula plate) should be impaired. The
following experiments were performed by Bettina Schnell: The receptive fields of HS
cells were mapped by small, moving bars (6 deg elevation and 1.4 deg width) for each
positions of a LED display used to stimulate the fly. Control HS and Dscam HS cells
depolarized when the bar moved right (PD, preferred direction) and hyperpolarized
when the bar moved left (ND, null direction) with respect to the right eye. The ND
response was subtracted from the PD response and stored for each position of the field
of view of the fly (Fig. 4.33A). This protocol was repeated for several cells of each
type (HSN, HSE) in both genotypes.
According to the position of their dendrite in the equatorial area of the lobula plate,changes in the
receptive field HSN/HSE cells were most sensitive to horizontal motion in the northern/equatorial
field of view in both genotypes (Fig. 4.33A and B). However, control HS cells had
much broader receptive fields compared to Dscam HS cells. Responses to motion
presented to the frontal area were strongly reduced in Dscam HS cells. A more detailed
description of the changes in these receptive fields of HSN and HSE induced by Dscam
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Figure 4.33: Changes in receptive field properties. (A and B) Receptive fields of control and
Dscam overexpressing HS cells. PD minus ND responses elicited by a small, horizontally moving
bar at diﬀerent positions in the field of view are depicted in false colors. Thumbnails exemplify
the morphological spanning fields of the plotted cells and the lobula plate silhouette. (A) Control
HS cells have large receptive fields extending the whole stimulated area on the ipsilateral side,
including the frontal field of view. (B) Overexpression of Dscam causes a strong reduction in
sensitivity or complete motion blindness in the frontal area (ipsilateral side, from frontal 0◦ to
lateral 20◦ in HSN, from frontal 0◦ to lateral 30-40◦ in HSE) corresponding well to the absence
of dendritic branches in the corresponding lateral area of the lobula plate (thumbnail and Fig.
4.31). The absolute response amplitudes of Dscam overexpressing HS cells are increased at more
lateral positions and on the contralateral side compared to control HS cells. (C) Diﬀerences in
the receptive field of control and Dscam overexpressing HS cells displayed as false color coded
contour plots. The diﬀerences between the local mean response amplitudes (mV) are visualized by
subtracting the receptive fields of control HS cells (A) from the ones of Dscam (B) overexpressing
HS cells. HSN and HSE exhibit strongly reduced sensitivity in the frontal area of the ipsilateral
field of view (blue/green, between 0◦ and 50◦ along the azimuth). This deficit corresponds well
to the lack of dendritic branches in the lateral lobula plate. In addition, HSE exhibits increased
response amplitudes at more lateral positions and on the contralateral side (experiments and data
analysis performed by Bettina Schnell)
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11.31.25.1 overexpression was provided by subtracting the receptive field of control
HS cells from the one of Dscam HS cells (Fig. 4.33C). Plotting the diﬀerence in the
absolute response amplitude for HSN (Fig. 4.33C, left) and HSE (Fig. 4.33C, right)
provided a visualization of the exhibited reduction in motion responses in the frontal
field of view (blue/green).
In this analysis we investigated the influence of the Dscam protein onto the wiringconclusions
process of LPTCs. One Dscam isoform was overexpressed using a driver line targeting
a subgroup LPTCs (DB331). It was expected that repulsion of same Dscam proteins
would lead to clear tiling behavior. Initial results yielded a dramatic reduction of
spanning field area in these cells. Although intercellular overlap of cells was reduced,
tiling behavior was not induced. Dscam HS cells lost part of their receptive field
sensitivity in accordance with their morphological degeneration. The analysis represents
a novel approach in LPTC research and an initial attempt to establish a new model
system to study Dscams on the level of morphology, function and behavior.
Fly genetics, preparation and image recording were performed by Jing Shi. Electrophys-
iological experiments were all done by Bettina Schnell. The project was supervised by
Dr. Dierk Reiﬀ and Prof. Dr. Alexander Borst. A manuscript is in preparation:
J. Shi, B. Schnell, V. Haikala, F. Forstner, H. He, M.-L. Erfurth, D. Schmucker, A.
Borst, and D. F. Reiﬀ. Dscams control dendritic shape and motion processing and are
behaviorally relevant in Drosophila. in preparation, 2011
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In this thesis I have studied the morphological properties of LPTCs in the fly. First,
investigated four individually identifiable blow fly LPTCs. I could show that the inherent
diﬀerence between the individual cells came from the diﬀerent areas in which they
specifically span their dendrites. The inner branching structure was similar throughout
all cells.
Secondly, I compared the anatomy of two of these cells with corresponding cells of the
fruit fly, which is downscaled by a factor of four. Instead of exhibiting a less complex
branching pattern as expected from the lower sensory resolution in the fruit fly, the
branching structures were more complex. Also, the maximum diameters in Drosophila
were much thicker when considering the overall downscaling. As in Calliphora LPTCs,
the morphological identity of Drosophila cells seemed to be based on their spanning
field characteristics alone. The observed branching structure could be explained and
synthesized by a simple branching rule constrained by the spanning field. Drosophila
cells from the same individual and cells from diﬀerent individuals showed the same
degree of variability in branching structure and spanning field properties.
Thirdly, I studied the functional consequence of the large scaling diﬀerences of LPTCs
between fruit fly and blow fly. The large diameters of the fruit fly cells were found to
electronically compensate for the increased number of potential inputs and conserve
the electrotonic compactness of the cells. The passive electrotonic parameters largely
diﬀered in LPTCs in blow fly and fruit fly.
Fourthly, I studied the eﬀect of manipulations on the Dscam protein profiles in LPTCs
to see in which way it aﬀects the dendritic outgrowth and response properties. Dscam
led to strongly reduced dendrite spanning fields with less overlap between individual
cells.
morphological analysis
Due to their particular constancy of form and function, LPTCs are an ideal subject
for studying neuronal morphology. LPTCs can be easily identified by their topographic
location, morphology and response properties. The projects described in this thesis
shed light on the morphological constraints leading to this constancy.
While cells were easily identified by their global appearance, the intrinsic branching
structure appeared to be quite variable from individual to individual. This observa-
tion of highly variable branching patterns within the same identified cell types are in
line with previously published qualitative studies on LPTCs (Hausen, 1982). Similar
observations have also been made in identified cells of isogenic grasshoppers, where
the branching behavior even in genetically identical individuals was found to diﬀer
substantially (Goodman, 1978).
The database of reconstructed cells and the quantitative rather than qualitative ap-
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proach allowed us to reveal the underlying principles of these observations in the fly.
The presented results imply that the branching pattern in all cells analyzed in this
study - in Drosophila as well as in Calliphora - is merely a result of the same branching
rule, common to all cells. The key to their individual morphological identity lies in
their dendritic spanning fields. This conclusion is supported by the presented spanning
field and branching statistics and eventually by the application of a growth algorithm,
capable of faithfully synthesizing LPTC morphologies. This solution not only provided
evidence for the general applicability of this growth algorithm to all LPTCs, but led
to the question whether these principles might be inherent to many others if not all
neurons.
The quality of our results was largely dependent on the labeling technique and the
manual reconstruction method. Calliphora cells had to be filled and it was not clear
whether the labeling agent was able to diﬀuse into the small dendrites. This could
explain the observable diﬀerence in terminal numbers between blowflies and fruit flies
for which the cells were genetically labeled. We therefore applied the same Alexa
labeling protocol used in Calliphora cells in Drosophila cells. Here, image recordings
yielded complete stains, even in small dendrites of Drosophila when comparing genet-
ically expressed GFP and injected Alexa color channels. This validated our labeling
method for the larger Calliphora cells. Still, smaller labeling molecules like Neurobiotin
(Huang et al., 1992) should be used to further investigate this issue. In Drosophila,
complete labeling could be assumed, but available driver lines didn’t resolve individual
cells which complicated the reconstruction process. Future, more specific driver lines
will most probably solve this issue.
At the beginning of this project only a few reconstruction systems were available with
the commercial system Neurolucida being the most widely in use (Glaser and Glaser,
1990). I decided to develop my own system, taking advantage of the primarily pla-
nar outgrowth of LPTCs. This allowed me to adapt the semi-automatic algorithm
and user interface to the current data set and hence, to accelerate the reconstruc-
tion procedure. In the meantime, other reconstruction systems have emerged that
could potentially outperform my software, especially in 3D (Evers et al., 2005; Myatt
and Nasuto, 2008; Cuntz et al., 2010). Some systems even advertise fully automatic
reconstruction (Uehara et al., 2004; Yamasaki et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2010). Auto-
matic reconstructions have been the aim for decades (Macagno et al., 1979; Capowski,
1983), though, with limited practical success. Clearly, a universal, fully automatic re-
construction system would largely widen our view on neuronal morphology. A recent
challenge for the best fully automatic reconstruction system will reflect the current
state of development in this field (Mann, 2010).
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synthetic algorithm
In electrophysiology, the process of reproducing experimental data with a theoretical
model allows one to condense a complex biophysical system to its functional essence.
It represents a critical step in truly understanding the underlying functional principles
of a neuron by synthesizing its experimentally observed behavior. In anatomical neuro-
science such a model could represent a powerful tool e.g. to verify previous morpholog-
ical classifications, to understand rules of dendritic growth (Ascoli, 2002) or to create
network simulations with populations of synthetic neurons (Markram, 2006).
Here, such a model was used to confirm the critical impact of the spanning field
properties on the identity of the LPTCs. The applied, previously proposed branching
rule (Cuntz et al., 2007a) is based on a minimum spanning tree algorithm that is
grown into the spanning fields of cell reconstructions. The algorithm requires three
constraints: First, realistic target points have to be defined, that the algorithm then
connects in an iterative fashion. These target points are derived from original branch
and termination points in the cell reconstruction. To introduce branching variability
but conserve local features of the cells, random point seeds are generated based on
local densities of branch and termination points. As a second constraint the origin of
the synthetic dendrite has to be defined. Diﬀerent starting points for the algorithm can
lead to diﬀerent morphologies. The third parameter, the so called ’balancing factor’,
defines the behavior of the minimum spanning tree algorithm. The branching rule tries
to optimize the overall length and the path length to the root of each point. A balancing
factor sets the weights of these two costs when connecting points. Results show that
the algorithm is capable to faithfully reproduce LPTCs visually and statistically. Initial
attempts to synthesize LPTCs with branching rules that do not consider the spanning
field extension and target points did not produce visually acceptable results (Forstner,
2005). Still, it will be interesting to see how other algorithms perform in comparison
to the minimum spanning tree algorithm.
The generation of adequate target points was critical for the success of the algorithm.
Depending on the point of view, target points can be chosen in diﬀerent ways. In
procedural algorithms e.g. Lindenmeyer based systems like LNeuron (Ascoli et al.,
2001) all rules of neuronal outgrowth are cell intrinsically encoded. In each iteration
branching or elongation of an existing branch is decided according to a predefined rule
set. Parameters of this rule set like mean branch angle, branch length and branch order
are adjusted according to morphological statistics of cell reconstructions. Modeling of
parameter distributions and randomness introduce variability into the resulting fractal
like structures. Compared to such a defined rule set, the choice of target points for
the minimum spanning tree algorithm represents quite a strong constraint. On the
other hand, one could consider modeling the large number of known growth factors
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influencing molecular mechanisms (Corty et al., 2009), from Dscam mediated neurite
interactions, molecular cues in the extracellular domain to cell intrinsic actin dynamics
in the growth cone of spreading dendrites. In this respect, the branching rule and
its constraints is a comparably simple and compact representation of the branched
structures. As is the case for electrophysiological simulations, the model should be
chosen individually to fit its needs (Herz et al., 2006). Hence, the algorithm might be
a good compromise between constraints and insights obtained as a result.
Nonetheless, our results clearly suggest that the particular cost function is biologically
implemented. In fact the algorithm resembles those fundamental growth principles,
stated more than 100 years ago by Ramo´n y Cajal. In Cajal’s own view neuronal struc-
ture followed three principles when branching out: it conserves space, cytoplasm and
conduction time (y Cajal, 1995). The latter two are objectives of the cost function im-
plemented in the minimum spanning tree algorithm. Computational processing power
and large data driven approaches allowed us to validate Cajal’s theories in LPTCs. A
recently published article confirms that this claim is not limited to cells with topo-
graphically arranged inputs like LPTCs, but instead applies to a wide range of neurons
in other species (Cuntz et al., 2010).
The simplified and reduced nature of the cost function of the algorithm also defines its
shortcomings to reproduce more complex features as can be exemplified by the VS cell
synthesis. Although the general appearance of the cells can be synthesized, features
like the dominant, T-shaped dendrites with other neurites primarily branching to the
lateral LP border cannot be reproduced faithfully. In fact, diﬀerent domains and sub-
regions might follow diﬀerent balancing factors. The algorithm might therefore be seen
as a predominant principle or backbone model that is subject to further morphological
influences like neurotrophic gradients, continuous growth, space limitations, synaptic
input and cell competition. All these eﬀects can be modeled on top of the general
conservation of space and cytoplasm. The ongoing exploration of the molecular prin-
ciples of neuronal branching might unravel the genetical program for neuronal growth.
It will be interesting to see if and how organisms encode Cajal’s morphological growth
constraints.
scaling properties
The last decade of brain research in the fruit fly has revealed strong similarities between
Calliphora and Drosophila (Fischbach and Heisenberg, 1984; Scott et al., 2002; Schnell
et al., 2010; Joesch et al., 2008). It is possible to take advantage of studies spanning
both species in order to unravel the common feature space of neuronal wiring (Borst
et al., 2010). The obvious diﬀerence in size of the two flies raises the question to which
extent networks and their architecture have to be modified to completely compensate
for diﬀerences in their spatial dimensions.
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I could show at the example of HS cells that Drosophila LPTCs follow the same
branching principles as Calliphora LPTCs and that even the electrotonic architecture
is maintained. However, the morphology of Drosophila HS cells is not downscaled in
an isoelectrotonic manner, which would imply a quadratic relation of diameter scaling
(Olsen et al., 1996). Instead, I observed the diameter to be scaled down by a lesser ex-
tend compared to the overall cell scaling. As I could demonstrate, this disproportional
scaling of the branching diameter can be attributed to the conservation of electrotonic
compactness and synaptic integration properties, when considering the increased num-
ber of dendritic tips, as potential carriers of synaptic sides. Other studies have shown
the impact of the electrotonic architecture and it’s optimization to execute individ-
ual tasks (Egelhaaf et al., 1994; Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996; London and Ha¨usser,
2005).
The complexity of Drosophila’s HS cells is a mystery itself. The lower spatial resolution
of the fruit fly visual system with roughly 700 ommatidia per eye (Go¨tz, 1968) vs. 4500
in Calliphora (Sukontason et al., 2008) would suggest a lower number of terminals
instead. The increased complexity could be a compensatory eﬀect for replacing other
neurons e.g. the CH cells which so far have not been discovered in Drosophila. In this
respect, electron microscope based high resolution serial block face scanning (Denk
and Horstmann, 2004; Mishchenko et al., 2010) and diﬀerential whole brain fluorescent
molecule expression techniques (Livet et al., 2007) represent methods in development
to reconstruct the complete LPTC circuit of Drosophila. Both methods carry the
potential to establish a comprehensive view on the morphological foundation of the fly
brain.
Direct comparison of electrotonic properties of HS cell models revealed diﬀerent val-
ues (Borst and Haag, 1996) for both flies species. Experimentally measured input
resistances show that electrotonic parameters do not compensate for the diﬀerence in
scale. Considering the similar response properties of the cells in both species (see Fig.
2.4D), synaptic strength and eﬃcacy have to be adjusted to fit the large diﬀerence in
input resistance in fruit fly LPTCs. Simulation of synaptic inputs into the cells might
help to further explore this issue. Experimental measurements were performed using
sharp electrodes in Calliphora and patch electrodes in Drosophila flies. While the for-
mer have been shown to introduce higher leak conductances, the latter have unknown
influence on ion concentrations (Staley et al., 1992). Patch clamp experiments in
Calliphora might help to make this interspecies comparison of electrotonic properties
more transparent.
Other studies performed in maturing crickets describe constancy of electrophysiolog-
ical features even with large diﬀerences in size (Kamper and Murphey, 1994; Chiba
et al., 1992). Interestingly, the functional syntax (e.g. spike timing), but not the abso-
lute response intensity were conserved within growing cricket neurons, supporting the
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idea that functional concepts rather than the entire neuronal complexity are encoded
genetically (Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Borst, 2008).
In general the number of detailed electrotonic studies in Drosophila is quite limited.
Nathan Gouwens and Rachel Wilson (Gouwens and Wilson, 2009) described anten-
nal lobe projection neurons with very diﬀerent function, morphology and electrotonic
properties compared to the LPTC cells described here. Electrotonic studies in other
giant neurons in other animals reflect the wide diversity of morphological structures
and specific parameter values (Yamasaki and Narahashi 1959; Peron et al. 2009; Ed-
wards and Mulloney 1984; for an overview of electrotonic investigations see table 4
in Borst and Haag 1996). Reconstruction of other Drosophila LPTCs will allow us to
further explore the range of membrane parameters and to correlate the electrotonic
architecture and scaling in cells and networks with same function.
Dscam
HS cells are highly polarized neurons with a topographic input arrangement (Schnell
et al., 2010; Hausen, 1982). Their arborization pattern and occupied lobula plate
territory define the area of synapse formation and the range of visual inputs that a
particular HS cell receives (Strausfeld, 1984). It must be assumed that the surrounding
neuronal context represents a significant constraint in the determination of the shape
of HS cell dendrites.
To investigate the role of this neuronal context in LPTC development the eﬀect of
Dscam has been studied. Dscams represent a family of transmembrane proteins that
have been shown to mediate the process of adhesion and repulsion of neurites and
consequently, have been attributed to essential wiring behaviors such as tiling, self-
avoidance and synapse formation. In LPTCs, specific overexpression of one isoform in
an otherwise Dscam wildtype background led to significantly reduced spanning fields.
This reduction implies that the overexpression of a single Dscam isoform interferes
with the molecular cues that normally mediate the outgrowth of the cells. HS cell
processes were forced out of the territory that they usually occupy and thus could
not establish inhibitory and excitatory synaptic connections with presynaptic columnar
neurons in this area anymore (Raghu et al., 2007, 2009). Considering the influence on
the response properties, this process should cause motion blindness in areas from which
branches are repelled. Indeed, a large gap in the frontal field of view of the fly could be
observed in the receptive field of such cells. The dendritic branching deficit in this area
caused the input from local motion detectors in the stereotypic and hard-wired visual
circuitry (Hiesinger et al., 2006; Fischbach and Hiesinger, 2008; Scott et al., 2002) to
be no longer sampled.
Dscam research in Drosophila has been performed primarily in electrophysiological and
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behaviorally inaccessible neurons of in the medulla in adult flies and Da sensory neurons
in larvae (Hattori et al., 2008). Kenyon cells represent the only electrophysiologically
accessible system (Murthy et al., 2008), where Dscams have been investigated (Zhan
et al., 2004). However, no functional characterization of Dscam profile manipulations
has been reported to date. With their planar extension, topological position and
electrophysiological accessibility LPTCs fill this gap well. This study is a first step in
the establishment of LPTCs as a model system in Dscam protein research.
Many questions remain unresolved. This study focused on the overexpression of one
single Dscam isoform out of more than 30.000 in a Dscam wildtype background. It
will be interesting to look at LPTCs that completely lack any Dscam protein. Also,
diﬀerent isoforms have to be screened, in wildtype as well as in Dscam null background.
In diﬀerent model networks diﬀerent Dscam mediated eﬀects have been shown (Hattori
et al., 2008) and in this respect the Dscam influence on LPTC morphology has to be
mapped in detail. Maybe the initially predicted tiling behavior of HSN and HSE can
be induced by other isoforms (Hughes et al., 2007).
This analysis was limited to a spanning field analysis, the detailed branching structure
of the Dscam cells could not be faithfully sampled. More specific driver lines might
overcome this issue and might open access to the analysis of Dscam’s influence on
the finer branching pattern of LPTCs. While the LPTCs have been described quite
intensively, their input layers are subject to ongoing research (Borst et al., 2010).
The idea here is to have independent Dscam control on the topographically arranged
presynaptic input on the one hand and the contacting postsynaptic LPTCs on the
other. With the lobula plate as reference area this might allow one to thoroughly
map Dscam influence on morphology and function like on a two dimensional petri
dish.
tools
The tools presented here for the morphological analysis all became part of the TREES
toolbox, a Matlab toolbox established and maintained by Dr. Hermann Cuntz. It
promotes the applied workflow from cylinder reconstructions to statistics and finally to
the generation of synthetic cells and can be freely downloaded and modified. Please
refer to the TREES toolbox website (http://www.treestoolbox.org) and the related
publication (Cuntz et al., 2010). Reconstruction data can be downloaded on the
website of the MPI of Neurobiology (MPI website, http://www.neuro.mpg.de) and
have been sent to the Neuromorpho.org internet archive (Neuromorpho.org website,
http://www.neuromorpho.org). For raw image data, please contact the author or his
aﬃliated group at the MPI.
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